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LLANBRADACH
Portable theatres
Allen’s Portable Theatre
In 1898 Allen’s Portable Theatre was advertising for staff to join the company at Llanbradach. Eight years later
the company was still in existence and back in the village, this time advertising: “Wanted to open at once,
Leading Gent. Useful people capable of Lines. A Gentleman to sing between and play parts. Address: Allen,
Theatre, Llanbradach Nr Caerphilly”

HIPPODROME/ PITT’S PALACE
1908 Opened
?
Closed
In August 1908 the Hippodrome advertised variety performances with
bioscope shows under the direction of a Mr Pitt. Four years later the
Hippodrome promoted itself as a cine-variety and seems to have
undergone some rebuilding and enlargement. Around this time it
underwent a change of name, and was known as the Palace, and
sometimes as Pitt’s Palace. (During the intervening years George H.
Pitt had built up a circuit of cine-varieties, including Abbersychan
Empire, Blaina Empire, Bridgend Cinema, Caerphilly Palace,
Pontypool Theatre Royal, Penarth Picturedrome, and Pontnewydd
Palace. He gradually changed most of their names to “Palaces” and
his Pitt’s Palace Circuit was a major player in the early South Wales
cinema business.
These venues offered a mix of live performances and film shows – a
typical week in February 1913 was reviewed as: “The chief pictures
shown are “War’s Havoc” and “The Great Ocean Catastrophe” which
are very interesting. Fanny Howard & Partners are included in the bill
to which they contribute excellently. Young Claude is encored in his
turn.” Visiting variety performers included Brez, the famous tramp
violinist, and similar novelty acts.
When a rival cinema opened and offered a similar mix, the Palace tried
something new, interspersing the films with longer sketches, or small
plays rather than variety acts. For a season in 1915 the Palace offered
Fred Wilson and his company in the sketches “Her Rosary”, “And the Woman Told” and “The Love Child” –
as entertainment between the film shows.
Further information is needed

KINEMA/ CINEMA / EMPIRE
1913
1919
1930s
1960s

Opened
Renamed The Empire
Equipped for sound and used exclusively for films
Closed

In November 1913 a rival cinema opened, initially named the Kinema, but within a year giving itself the more
usual spelling, The Cinema. It, too, was a cine-variety, and its opening attraction featured the live performers
Atlas and the beautiful Vulcana Troupe, who were extremely popular on the South Wales Circuit. The
“owner” of the Cinema was Percy J. Barnett, and his frequent adverts for staff always asked applicants to quote
their “absolute lowest terms” .
In July 1919 Georgie Welch’s sketch company announced they were playing a week at the Empire
Llanbradach, and this seems to be the first time the name “Empire” is mentioned. After the introduction of
sound equipment the Empire was used exclusively as a cinema, and remained in operation until the end of the
1950s or early 1960s. It had 550 seats, and was part of the W. R. Thomas Circuit.
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WORKMEN’S HALL & INSTITUTE
1900?
1913
1970s
1980s
1999?

Occupied premises formerly used as a village hall
Rebuilt as an imposing construction
Cinema use ceased
Closed
Demolished
The original Workmen's Hall and
Institute occupied a timber and
corrugated iron building which had
been variously used as the village hall,
as a school, and for religious services.
A committee was set up in 1910 to
organise the replacement of the old
structure with a modern stone building.
The new building was opened in 1913,
and among the amenities available
were a snooker room, a small hall,
seating around 500, a reading room and
library.

The hall continued to serve the
community for the next seventy years,
initially as a cinema up to the late
1970s, when bigger and better
equipped cinemas opened nearby, after
which it was used for such events as local amateur plays and even for boxing matches.
With the decline of the local industries in the 70s and 80s the hall gradually decayed, and there were no funds
and little demand to maintain and repair it. It closed and was later demolished. The space is now a car-park.
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LLANDYBIE
PAVILION
1920 In use by this date
During the 1920s there are occasional references to the Pavilion in Llandybie. In 1920 George Tremaine
advertised for performers for a summer season. In 1925 a series of adverts urged the population to attend the
touring production “Simplicity” - a “show of speed and sparkle”; and at the end of that year the pantomime
“Dick Whittington” was promoted as the great Christmas attraction for the area. Further information is needed.

MINERS’ WELFARE INSTITUTE/
PUBLIC MEMORIAL HALL
1925
1946
1960
2007
2011

Opened
Installed cinema equipment
Cinema use ended
Major renovation
Refurbished

This hall opened as a Miner’s Welfare Institute in
Woodfield Road in 1925. It cost £4,300 to build and
was funded with £2000 from the Miners’ Welfare Fund,
with the remainder coming from donations, and the
weekly deductions from local miners' pay. It was
dedicated as a memorial to the dead of the Great War
and was frequently used for concerts, theatrical
performances and public meetings.
During the Second World War it served as headquarters for the local Evacuee Committee, an Air Raid
Precaution Centre, and was used by the Home Guard for training purposes. In 1941 the Old Vic Theatre
Company played Euripides’ “Medea” and Shaw’s “Candida” on two successive nights, starring Dame Sybil
Thorndike and Lewis Casson. This was part of a morale-boosting tour of South Wales. The actress Kathleen
Hilditch who was part of this tour recorded:
“The Miners Halls, which was where we often played, were the heart of the community and we were humbled
by the welcome and the hospitality we received everywhere in the valleys. Each night when the play ended we
shared in the wonderful singing, their glorious Welsh
voices making harmonies to reach stars; they then
shared a supper of delicious food with us. I grew too fat
on the delicious Welsh cakes and griddle scones, which
were pressed upon us. Yet the rations were the same as
for the rest of the country.”
In 1944 the National Eisteddfod was held in the Hall
with local chapels and vestries being used for
preliminary rounds.
A cinema projector was installed in 1946 and the hall,
with its flat-floor auditorium and balcony, served as the
village cinema until October 1960. During the 70s and
80s it would occasionally be used for a live show – one
such being in February 1973, when “Pick a Candy”
played one night with comedian George Williams,
Vincent Hayes, and local boy Keith Hopkins. In 2007
grants totalling over half a million pounds enabled
major renovations, including a side extension, to be
made, and the venue now serves as a community centre
and multi-purpose hall offering conference facilities and
function rooms equipped to the latest standards.

The scenery van of the Old Vic Travelling Theatre
Company on its wartime tour of South Wales. The van
was actually an old furniture removal van.
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LLANELLI
Portables and Fit-Up Strolling Players
Clarke & Villar’s South Wales Company
This troupe of strolling players was formed in 1813 and survived some three years on a circuit which included
Llanelly. In their 1815 visit to the town they performed “The Poor Gentlemen”, fitting up their production in
one of the local inns. They advertised in advance for “dramatic amateurs of the neighbourhood” who would
like to take part in their performances in return, apparently, for guaranteeing a number of pre-sold tickets.
Dunant’s Strollers
This company, headed by W.W. Dunant, had toured mostly in North Wales between 1837 and 1842, but played
a lengthy West Wales tour through much of 1843. Their fit-up performance in Llanelly was supported by the
local Loyal Independent Order of Oddfellows.
Star Theatre
John Noakes played a season from October 1888 in Fair Fields
Llanelly. His portable theatre returned in November 1890 and
played a six month season, with Mr & Mrs Hutton leading the
troupe.
Prince of Wales Theatre
John Johnson’s portable played a season of music hall variety and
plays from December 1891. By the time of their 1897 visit the
company was being managed by Mrs Johnson. There was a delay
in obtaining a licence, so she moved her performers in to the
Athenaeum for a week.
Haggar’s Bioscope
William Haggar’s portable bioscope visited Llanelly in May, 1910
with performances from the Condons in their “great acrobatic potpourri act” between the film shows. It was clearly a very successful
visit, for during his stay Mr Haggar bought the existing Royalty
Theatre and made plans to build a permanent cinema in the town.
The Condon Acrobatic Troupe

Crecraft’s Bioscope
Mrs Crecraft’s touring bioscope and variety show, featuring Retsill & Myra, thought readers, played a short
season in October 1910. However, the town was now very well served with a range of rival entertainments,
and it seems she did rather poor business and did not visit the town again. At this time Mrs Crecraft was 92
years old, the oldest show proprietor in the profession.

ATHENAEUM HALL
1850s
1870s
1906
????
2010

Opened
In regular use for concerts and entertainments.
Possibly named “New Empire” for a short period
Ceased to be used for entertainment
Major restoration as public arts & library centre

In 1854 plans were submitted for a new building to house
a literary and scientific institution, funded by public
subscription, and run by a board of local trustees. It was
built on the site of a former mansion where the Llanelly
Reading Society had been holding meetings for more than
half a century, and was next door to the Georgian-era
Llanelly House, dating from 1714, one of Wales' oldest
town houses. The finished building was named the
Athenaeum and served as the town’s library and concert
hall.
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In its early days it was used for concerts and did not compete for audiences
with the existing Theatre Royal and music hall. One of the earliest concerts
was held on January 9th 1883 when a Miss Thomas was the main attraction
singing “some of the finest selections of the old masters,” in a programme
of music by Handel, Mendelssohn and Meyerbeer. Also performing that
night was Dr Joseph Parry (today best known as the composer of the Welsh
hymn “Aberystwyth” and the love-song “Myfanwy”.)
But gradually the Athenaeum began staging minstrel shows and popular
concerts. In the 1883-1884 season the venue offered Bosco’s Minstrels,
Sam Hague’s Minstrels, The Great Vance and his Merry Makers, and play
seasons from the Provincial Comedy Company and from Miss Emma
Rainbow’s Company.
It seems the popularity of the Athenaeum contributed to the closure of
Llanelli’s other entertainment venues.

Dr Joseph Parry

In October 1885 the following advert appeared in the trade newspapers:
“Notice to Managers: There is now no theatre at Llanelly, twelve miles from Swansea. District
population 35,000. The Athenaeum Hall, with a splendid fit-up, scenery, etc. is available for share or
rental. Apply Thompson Bros.”
For the next seven years the Athenaeum had no competition, and successfully staged a host of shows including
“Muldoon’s Picnic”, the pantomime “Jack & the Beanstalk” starring Walton and Lester - “the first and only
high-pedestal top-boot dancers extant” - as Tweedle-Dum and Tweedle-Dee and as Harlequin and Pantaloon.
Other attractions included Carol’s English Opera Co and a six month stock season from Mr & Mrs Walter
Hutton.
From the mid 1890s onwards the Athenaeum had a rival in the shape of the new Royalty Theatre, and the
competition was fierce, and sometimes ill-tempered. By 1899 Bert Hall, the new manager of the Athenaeum,
had entered into a price-war with the Royalty, booking bigger and better acts and offering them at cheaper
prices.
In March 1900 the Mozart Wilson Company was performing at the Athenaeum with Walter South engaged as
pianist. Mr Wilson refused to pay the pianist, claiming he appeared drunk onstage; he caused the audience to
titter; he failed to play “The War March of the Priests” as advertised and played instead “The Sainted Mother”;
he played so badly that the
audience were dissatisfied and
made a tremendous noise; he also
pulled faces at the audience and
insulted them. Mr South denied all
these charges and at Llanelly
County Court he sued his employer
for £5 14s 2d. He won the case,
since Judge Bishop held that the
defence of incompetency had not
been proved and Mr Wilson had
not provided any evidence other
than hearsay to support his claims.
In October 1906 William Totten
(formerly the manager of the rival
Royalty Theatre) took over as
lessee and manager of the
Athenaeum. At exactly the same
time he placed an advert in The
Stage announcing he was about to
open the New Empire, Llanelly.
The opening attraction would be
Berg’s Vaudeville Company, and
this would be shortly followed by
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an appearance of Little
Hac ke ns ch m i dt, t he w orld’ s
champion boy wrestler.
There is some confusion here. Was
the “New Empire” a separate
building, or was it Mr Totten’s
attempt to give the old Athenaeum a
new name? Over the next few
months both names appeared in
various advertising, but then all
references to the “New Empire”
seem to disappear.
With the development of other
theatres and cinemas the Athenaeum
ceased to be used for public
entertainments and became part of
Llanelly’s library service. In 2010
the Athenaeum and the adjacent
Llanelly House underwent major
protection and restoration work following a £3.5m library refurbishment grant and a £3.4m Heritage Lottery
Fund grant. The side-by-side projects aimed to create a "'cultural gateway" to the town. The new library will
have an improved reference facility, two exhibition areas, a public hall suitable for conferences and concerts, as
well as a café, meeting rooms and a children’s library

THEATRE ROYAL
1881 Opened
1884 Some redecoration
1885 Closed. Later demolished
In the summer of 1881 Thomas Dudgeon, scenic artist, advertised that he had been employed by a Mr Andrew
to paint the scenery for a new hall being built in Llanelly, and shortly afterwards adverts appeared seeking
variety acts for the new Alexandra Hall in the town. By the autumn a man called Charles Maitland was
promoting his new Theatre Royal in Llanelly, described as a “wooden building”. It is possible that the new
Alexandra Hall had now been renamed the Theatre Royal.
This building seems to have had a short and chequered career: in March of 1883 it announced “Miss Emma
Rainbow and company of first class artists running a season of plays” but six weeks later Miss Rainbow
transferred her company to the rival Athenaeum Hall for the rest of the season.
In June the Theatre Royal changed hands and the new owner, Mr T. Rees, suffered from very poor attendances
– “no doubt the June
weather has a lot to do with
this” he claimed. And by
September the ownership
had changed yet again –
this time Charles Edward
Matthews attempted to run
a season of plays.
However, he was facing
serious competition from
the newly opened Royal
Exchange Music Hall. So
Mr Edwards staged variety
shows alternating with
straight plays, offering
Shakespeare’s “Othello”
and the Royal Court
Midgets in the same week!
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By February 1884 the Theatre Royal was once again under new management. Miss Nelly Beart announced she
had taken over the theatre, and “the front of house has been repainted and decorated and many improvements
made” and she would reopen with the play “Held in Bondage”.
After just eight months Nelly Beart gave up. The next owners were Stuart St Clair and Harry Montague and
over the following year the theatre did well, playing titles like “The Colleen Bawn”, “East Lynne” and “The
Octoroon”. And then, in October 1885, it seems the theatre closed – possibly permanently. On January 1886 a
newspaper item stated that “Charles Wybert will reopen the Theatre Royal with a production of “Link of Love”
which will then go on tour.” But Charles Wybert was the manager of the rival Athenaeum, and it is possible
the newspaper report confused the two theatres. The Theatre Royal disappears from the record, and the town
would eventually gain the Royalty, a permanent bricks-and-mortar construction.

ROYAL EXCHANGE MUSIC HALL
1883 Opened
1885 Closed
The Royal Exchange Music Hall opened on September 24th 1883 under the management of W.R. Hughes. It
seems to have survived just two years, and closed in October 1885, leaving the Atheaeum Hall as the only
performance venue in the town.

ROYALTY/ HAGGAR’S/ HIPPODROME/ ARGOS
1892
1897
1905
1910
1917
????
????
1977

Opened as the Royalty
Taken over by new management
Renovated
Renamed Haggar’s
Renamed Hippodrome
Used as a cinema
Became the Argos Bingo Hall
Demolished

In September 1892 it was announced “Llanelly is at last to
have a permanent theatre thanks to the enterprise of Mr
J.E. Noakes. The new building, which will be centrally
situated and fitted with every modern appliance, will be
commenced at once. It will be built on the ruins of the old
Falcon House and will accommodate 1000 persons. The
contract has been given to a Llanelly builder. Mr T.P. Martin of Swansea will be the architect.”
Construction moved ahead very quickly and the Royalty Theatre was completed by Boxing Night in December
1892, ready for the opening performance of Alfred Cox’s comedy drama “A Detective”, performed by C.H.
Ross’s Comedy Company. The building, on the corner of Market Street and Water Street, was lit by gaslight.
The theatre has been built very quickly, and further work was carried out during the opening months. In March
1893 The Stage reported: “During the past two months great improvements have been effected at the Royalty
Llanelly, and now the theatre is one of the most comfortable in Wales. All draughts have been made impossible
by folding doors, while the entrances to the green room have been heavily curtained. The pit has been
enlarged. This concession will be greatly appreciated by the pittites, and Mr S. Beltram, the energetic manager,
is to be congratulated on his enterprise.”
In its first decade the Royalty presented a very wide range of top attractions, and proved to be extremely
popular with the audience, especially after February 1894 when it was granted a Music Hall licence (meaning it
could sell alcohol on the premises). The Cowper-Calvert repertory company, The D’Oyly Carte Company with
“Utopia, Limited” and the pantomimes “Little Red Riding Hood” and “Dick Whittington” all did capacity
business.
At the end of 1894 the manager, Sidney Beltram, left to take up a new job in London. The proprietor, John
Noakes, appointed his own son-in-law, William Totten, as the new manager, so the Royalty was truly a family
affair.
During the National Eisteddfod week in 1895 Llewellyn Lloyd, the Welsh comedian, presented a series of
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Welsh plays including “The Maid of Cefn Ydfa”, “The Welsh Doctor”,
and “Twm Shon Catti” – and this was followed by a variety bill
featuring Professor E. K.Crocker’s educated horses!
In March 1897 John Noakes put the Royalty up for sale. The
announcement read: “To be sold by Public Auction – The handsomely
constructed and well-built theatre known as the Royalty Theatre
Llanelly, with two lock-up shops and two dwelling houses attached. The
theatre has a seating accommodation of 1200 and is completely fitted up
with the most modern appliances, having been built only five years ago.
The building is situate at the corner of Market Street and Water Street in
the centre of the town, and is the only theatre in Llanelly, the population
of which and district is 35,000.”
The theatre was taken over by a local syndicate headed by John Evans
who ran the Royal Opera House in Swansea (a new name which, briefly,
adorned the old Swansea Theatre Royal.) The intention was to share the
productions between the two theatres. After a few months closure, and
some minor building alterations, the Royalty reopened under its new
owners, although the old manager, William Totten, stayed on as leader
of the orchestra.
The programme continued to be a mix of straight plays and variety: a
typical variety week offered Ada Violet Poole, “a most charming serio
and dancer”; Rex Fox, wire artist; Mazawattee, juggler; Mdlle.
Theree’s living statuary troupe; and Mr J. De Voys “with his miniature
circus and clever troupe of dogs.”. Other attractions were Mr & Mrs
Battersby’s Juvenile Opera Co. and a touring production of Oscar Wilde’s “A Woman of No Importance” – a
controversial choice since the author had only recently been released from his two year jail sentence for
homosexual offences.
During the first decade of the 20th Century the Royalty changed ownership three times: first was John Tully,
who had earned a fortune on the nationwide tour of “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”; second was a Mr Z. Andrews who
additionally owned the Aberdare Theatre; and then, very briefly a Miss Alice Rochefort. The theatre had tried
everything from variety to Shakespeare and, in 1907, even early bioscope shows, but nothing seemed to make a
profit.
Meantime William Haggar was trying to buy a plot in the centre of town to build a permanent picture palace,
and when he was offered the existing theatre he immediately agreed to buy it. The newspaper report said:
The theatre will be carried on in the usual lines
with the addition of frequent picture shows and
variety and in future will be known as Haggar’s
Theatre. The Llanelly Theatre was built by the
late John E. Noakes, a successful portable theatre
proprietor of the 1880s. The present proprietor
is also an old portable man, and his original
booth, The Castle, is now carried on successfully
by his son, Mr W. Haggar, jnr. Mr Haggar was
one of the first to recognise the growing
popularity of living pictures, and his bioscope
show today is one of the finest travelling.
By Easter of the following year William Haggar
had bought a plot of land in Cowell Street and
built his Picture Palace, informing the public that
from now on
Haggar’s Theatre would be
exclusively used for live shows, while Haggar’s
Picture Palace would be used as a twice-nightly
bioscope and variety hall. On Monday 25th July
1910 the theatre reopened with its new name,
following major renovation, during which it was
fitted out with electrical lighting. The opening
show was a mixture of pictures and variety turns.
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Both the Haggar venues did extremely good business until the
outbreak of the war, but by the middle of 1915 it was proving
difficult to get the big number-one tours to come to Llanelly, and
audiences were gradually diminishing. The Haggar family were
experts at grand publicity, so they pulled out all the stops,
running an advertising campaign in The Stage and the other
trade journals, extolling the virtues of the town.
“Llanelly is the largest town in the County of Carmarthen. The
population of the Borough is approximately 36,000 and of the
Parish, 10,000. Its industries consist of Collieries, Tinplate,
Copper, Iron, Steel, Enamel Ware and others. The town is
situated on the sea coast and on the main line between London
and Fishguard – the new route to Ireland – and is adjacent to
rich bituminous and anthracite coal beds, which coal it exports
to all part of the world. There are four docks in the harbour, viz.
the North Dock, Nevill’s Dock, Carmarthenshire Dock, and
G.W.R. Dock, doing a large export and import trade. Within a
radius of eight miles are the important towns of Kidwelly, Burry
Port, Pontardulais, Llangennech, and Gowerton, containing
numerous tinplate, copper and other industries, comprising a
very large population. The following shows have already been
booked: Merry Widow, Gipsy Love, Cingalee, Girl in the Train,
Belle of New York, Girl on the Film, Quaker Girl, O’Mara Opera
Company, etc. etc.”
However, things did not improve, and the theatre underwent long
periods of closure. By mid 1917, the Haggar family decided the
future lay in cinema, and put the theatre up for sale. In June
1917, under new owners and a new name – the Hippodrome – the
theatre reopened with a variety bill including the Osborne Trio, comedy athletes, followed by a summer
pantomime, “Dick Whittington”. Business was steady, and then saw a great improvement with the end of the
war, and the years 1919 and 1920 saw some spectacular successes: in July 1919 a sell-out revue “All Aboard”,
with Randolph Sutton in the cast, took a record-breaking total of £400 on the week.
The Twenties saw steady business with pantomimes, regular repertory seasons and visiting tours, and, above
all, the great popularity of the touring revues which gradually were taking the place of the old music-hall and
variety bills. However, in common with so many others, the Hippodrome gradually ceased operation as a live
theatre, turning eventually to bingo, and then, in 1977, the unused theatre was demolished and replaced with a
Tesco store.
The Tesco store itself was later replaced with a suitably fitting building connected with drama, acting and
entertainment. The television studio Tinopolis has now taken over the site and is once more producing
entertainment for the masses. There are two blue plaques on what was formerly the north wall of the old theatre
recording the site of the old Royalty and the work of William Haggar, the film pioneer.
The Royalty claimed that Charlie Chaplin performed there, and local legend believes this to have been in 1908.
However, the records of Chaplin’s touring schedule certainly exclude any appearance in Llanelli in 1908, and,
indeed, his only known Welsh dates were: 1899 - Swansea and Cardiff (the Eight Lancashire Lads tour) ; 1905
- Merthyr Tydfil, Tonypandy, Ebbw Vale and Treherbert (the “Sherlock Holmes” tour); 1906 & 1908 Cardiff (“Casey’s Circus” and “The Football Match”); 1909 - Cardiff, Newport and Swansea ( Fred Karno
Company); and 1910 - Cardiff, Newport, Swansea (in “Jimmy the Fearless”)

SWAN THEATRE VAULTS
1897 Already open
In September 1908 the Swan Theatre Vaults in Llanelly was advertising for a lady pianist. Living
accommodation would be provided for a suitable applicant. The Swan Theatre Vaults was a pub in Water
Street, and pubs at this time were very much “men only” institutions. The use of the word “theatre” and the
requirement of a “lady” pianist suggests this was a kind of music-hall attachment alongside the pub. Further
information is needed.
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VINT’S ELECTRIC PALACE / PALACE
1910 Opened as a cine-variety
1930s Used exclusively as a cinema
1973 Demolished after a fire.
Vint’s Electric Palace opened in Market Street in September 1910 as
part of Leon Vint’s ever-growing chain of Picture Palaces. This had
around 1,000 seats and operated as a cine-variety, staging an annual
pantomime (the 1913 “Cinderella” was a particular success) and mixing
live shows with films right up to the end of the 1920s. In its early years
the electrician and projectionist was local boy Tom O’Brien. He would
later go on to become head of the stage technicians’ Union, NATKE, a
Member of Parliament, and eventually be knighted for his services to the
theatre and cinema.

Sir Tom O’Brien

The Palace seems to have been in exclusive use as a cinema from the age
of the Talkies onwards, and to have closed in 1973 after fire damaged
the premises. It was later demolished.

PICTUREDROME
1910 Open
The Picturedrome was a cine-variety and already open by January 1910 when a special event took place. “To
mark the first anniversary of the Old Age Pension Act, Mr Harry B. Parkinson, manager of the Picturedrome
Llanelly, is on Tuesday afternoon inviting the town’s 450 pensioners to a free treat. The two local candidates at
the election will be present to welcome and receive them as they enter the hall. The audience will be one of
unusual interest, as every person present will be over seventy years of age. A flash-light photograph is to be
taken.” Further information is needed.

HAGGAR’S PICTURE PALACE
1911 Opened
2000 Became a Wetherspoon’s Pub
Opened Easter 1911 in Stepney Street. In May 2000 the original building was redeveloped as a Wetherspoon
pub named the York Palace, the name recalling the building's former use as an old cinema, or 'picture palace',
and also the nearby York Hotel. Further information is needed.
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NEW DOCK THEATRE / ASTORIA
1913
1932
1948
1950
1953
1954
????
2008

Opened as the New Dock Cinema
Renamed the Astoria Theatre at the New Dock
Converted for exclusive theatre use
Renamed the New Astoria Theatre
Closed and unused for a year
Reopened as the New Dock Cinema
Closed and left derelict.
Demolished

The New Dock Cinema, built in 1913, and known locally as The Dock
Cinema, was said to have been built “on the wrong side of the tracks” –
the railway tracks which passed within yards of its outer wall acted as a
boundary between the town centre and its industrial areas. It was built to
bring entertainment to those living in New Dock, Morfa, Machynis and
Bwlch y Gwynt on the outskirts of the town,
It was used as a cine-variety, but would frequently stage full weeks of live-theatre. In the summer of 1930 it
ran a four-week rep season and even after it was upgraded and remodelled for sound pictures in 1932, it
continued with the occasional live-theatre touring revues like “Kentucky Days” and “Levante’s Wonder
Show”. Although at this time it renamed itself the “Astoria Theatre at the New Dock”, it seems everyone
continued to call it the Dock Cinema, and the new name never caught on.
In May 1948 the management announced that “this cinema will, in the near future, be converted into a theatre”,
and in July Frank H. Fortescue’s Rep Company began a long season of plays. In February 1950 the Astoria
was sold to Billy Reid and Dorothy Squires. Dorothy had been born in nearby Pontyberem and liked the idea
of owning a theatre in her own home-town. Their theatre had a much publicised re-opening with a variety bill
consisting of Ryan and Young, Morris and Morecambe, Roger Smith, Les Jones, Silvestri, Sirdani, Billy Reid
and Dorothy Squires herself.
Over the next eighteen months the Astoria was very successful. A typical variety bill included Adelaide Hall,
Max Geldray, Bernard’s Performing Pigeons, and Pharos and Marina; touring shows included Ossie Morris in
“I Must ‘Ave ‘Ush”; and the 1950-51 pantomime, “Red Riding Hood” was a box office winner.
But after just a year and a half in theatre management, Dorothy Squires’ always volatile relationship with Billy
Reid had come to an acrimonious end. In the first of many court battles to come, Dorothy Squires retained
their luxury home in Kent while Billy Reid kept the New Astoria Theatre.
In April 1951 the theatre was sold to the Perrit Brothers (who ran the Empire in Cleethorpes) and, along with
many other theatres of that time, they began to stage “adult” revues with titles like “Strike a Nude Note”,
“Sizzingly Saucy”, and “Ooh La-La, Oui Oui!”. When these shows failed to attract an audience, they reverted
to a lengthy rep season, and then finally put the theatre back on the market.
In November 1952 the theatre changed hands once again. An announcement stated “George Elrick has taken
over the lease of the Astoria – and five weeks of touring pantomimes will visit the theatre under the new
ownership”.
These were a two week run of “Cinderella” and then a week each of “Puss in Boots”,
“Goldilocks”, and “Babes in the Wood”. A spring season included “TV Personalities of 1953” and a variety
bill headed by Wyn Calvin, and then yet another pantomime – this time “Babes in the Wood on Ice”.
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It was all a disaster for George Elrick, and for the fourth time in three years the theatre changed ownership.
This time the announcement said: “New Astoria Theatre Llanelly - reopening Monday July 6th under the
direction of R.S. & D.K. Davies. The management intend to make this theatre the Showplace of Wales.
Completely renovated with new decorations, new lighting and equipment and first-class management plus the
mighty theatre orchestra of 20 performers (comprising over 50 instruments).
Less than four months later the Astoria closed, the Davies’s went into liquidation. The theatre remained dark
and unused for the next year, except for a one night revival on Good Friday 1954 for a charity concert, and then
was bought by Thomas Thomas of Pontypridd. He reverted to the old name of New Dock Theatre and Cinema,
and said he hoped to intersperse the regular film shows with the occasional live performance, starting with a
Christmas pantomime.
In a pattern repeated throughout the industry, the New Astoria struggled on, for several years as a cinema, and
then for more years as a bingo hall, and finally closed and fell into a state of dereliction. It was finally
demolished in 2008.

PLAYHOUSE / LLANELLY CINEMA
1920 Opened?
In November 1920 an advert in The Stage sought
variety acts of all kinds for immediate vacancies at the
Playhouse, Llanelly. Artists were asked to contact a
Mr Hackenschmidt at the Playhouse. The following
week a “what’s on” listing stated the Howitt
Company were playing a season at the Playhouse
under the management of Frank Liston. (Frank Liston
is also listed as the lessee of the Opera House,
Treherbert.)
Nothing more is known of the
Playhouse, and it is possible it was quickly turned into
a full-time cinema, and later became known as the
Llanelly Cinema. After its cinema days it became an
amusement arcade known as Star Leisure
Amusements. More information is needed.

REGAL
1929 Opened
1960 Closed and used for bingo
1969 Destroyed by fire
The Regal cinema was built in 1929 and was claimed to be the fourth largest in Wales. It was the height of
luxury with a very fashionable Palm Court lounge. It
occasionally staged live theatre shows :
in
September 1949 Dorothy Squires performed in a sellout concert to raise funds for the Dafen Welfare
Club; in 1957 a man called Zodias, advertised as
“the world’s fastest mentalist”, performed his
thought-reading act between the two feature films.
The cinema closed in 1960 and became a bingo hall.
On October 8th 1966 the Regal was home to a special
“home-coming concert” by Dorothy Squires – a
concert which was recorded and issued on an LP and
later on CD. The sell-out success of that event raised
hopes that the Regal might be re-vitalised as a
concert venue for big pop-names, but all hopes of
that ended when the building was destroyed by fire in
1969.
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ODEON / CLASSIC / THEATR ELLI
1938
1967
1971
1976
1984
2012

Opened as the Odeon Cinema
Renamed the Classic Cinema
Tripled
Bought by Council as Entertainment Centre
Renamed Theatr Elli
Closed

The Odeon opened on June 18th 1938 on the junction of
Station Road, Lloyd Street and Minor Street with a total
of 1,450 seats (900 in the stalls and 550 in the balcony.)
The opening film was Jack Hulbert in “Paradise For
Two”. The cinema would occasionally introduce live
performers as part of the evening’s entertainment, and a
notable concert took place in December 1946 when
Dorothy Squires appeared in a charity show on behalf of
the Nuffield Works Hospital Committee. Other
performers in this show were her partner Billy Reid, Lou
Owen and his Orchestra, and another Llanelli-born
musician who later became famous - Ronnie Cass.
The Odeon was taken over and renamed the Classic
Cinema in December 1967, and then converted into a
triple-screen from October 1st 1971. In May 1976 it was
taken over by the Borough Council, modernised and
renamed the Llanelli Entertainment Centre. In 1984 the
500-seat upstairs auditorium was adapted for both stage
and cinema use and was named the Theatr Elli. The
downstairs cinemas were named Theatre Two and Three.
In 2009 the Theatr Elli was designated a Grade II Listed building, but the complex closed on July 13th 2012
prior to the opening of a new Odeon multiplex. The Theatr Elli would later be replaced as part of the town
centre’s East Gate regeneration scheme.

Y FFWRNES
2012 Opened
The East Gate Re-development Scheme includes a new
550 seat regional theatre located on the site of the
previous Stepney Hotel. The theatre has been developed
by Carmarthenshire County Council and will replace the
Theatr Elli. It describes itself as “daring to be different,
the Ffwrnes is a new creative and cultural centre for the
performing arts, media & community events.”
It
contains a 550 seat main auditorium, a 100-seat studio
space, a café and bar, office spaces, and six “social
enterprise units” located in the old Zion Chapel.

ODEON MULTIPLEX / East Gate Development
2012 Opened
It had been 74 years since the last new cinema opened in Llanelli – and, once again, the new cinema was an
Odeon. The new Odeon opened on October 12th 2012, and is an all digital cinema, equipped for 3D
presentations and offering five screens with seating capacities of 235, 158, 85, 76, 58. It is the first part of the
£26 million East Gate regeneration scheme, which will see retail outlets, restaurants, a Travelodge Hotel,
offices and bars occupying former derelict land in the town centre.
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LLANHILLETH
MINERS’ INSTITUTE
1906 Opened
2005 Major restoration
The Miners’ Institute, in
Meadow Street, like others in
the region, was built as a
community venue for
entertainments, leisure and
education. Along with its
reading rooms and library, it
was equipped with a large
multi-purpose hall which could
be used dances, stage shows and
concerts. (In later years an
indoor swimming pool was
added.) Although not built as a
cinema the Miners Hall
converted the main auditorium for the screening of films. Usually these would be propaganda type films related
to the communist lifestyle that was spreading through Eastern Europe, or films
promoting the Socialist movement. These were considered to be educational and
were popular attractions at the time. However, by the 1940s and wartime,
commercial and main-stream films took over. In the late 1960s Llanhilleth Pit
closed, redundancy ensued, and many miners moved out in search of work. The
Institute became a social club and served as a social and medical centre. The
building was re-painted with bright colours, and additional facilities were
introduced, including a lounge bar, a teenage coffee bar, and a cabaret stage.
Among the performers engaged at this time was a very young Tom Jones.
However, this building facelift only disguised serious problems like dry rot and
serious decay.
A major restoration and renovation programme in 2005 has returned the building
to something of its original splendour, and it is once again serving the community
as a conference centre, and venue of weddings and parties.

PLAYHOUSE THEATRE/ CINEMA
1910
1930
1965
1968
????

Opened as a theatre
Adapted for cinema use
Closed as a cinema
Used as a bingo hall
Closed, became derelict and was finally demolished.

The new playhouse in Llanhilleth was built in the High Road, at the top of Llanhilleth Hill, where the ground
was solid rock. Originally there had been plans for a theatre to be called the Hippodrome lower in the valley,
but that site was deemed to be unsuitable due to the underground mining works. For the first twenty years or
so, the Playhouse was used exclusively for touring plays, school productions and local opera productions, and
complemented the nearby Miners’ Institute which served as a cinema for the area.
However, the arrival of talking pictures created a greatly increased demand for film shows, and, in 1930, the
Playhouse installed sound projection and cinema equipment and came under the management of Annie Maud
Riseley, a widow, who had taken over her husband’s business as a hirer of films as well as managing the
Pavilion, Bedwas and the Playhouse Llanhilleth. Unfortunately she had inherited all his debts as well, and she
was very quickly declared bankrupt. The Playhouse rapidly changed hands. It continued to serve as a cinema
with the occasional live show onstage.
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In the 1960s the Playhouse suffered
competition from television, nearby luxury
cinemas able to show the blockbuster bigscreen epics, and the general fall in cinema
attendances. Accordingly around 1968 it
became a bingo hall, only to suffer from
rival bingo venues in the area.
It
eventually closed and fell into considerable
disrepair, and, in spite of its rocky
foundations, it was discovered that
subsidence from the mining shafts
underneath the venue had weakened the
structure and there was a high level of
certainty it might collapse. The local
authority ordered the demolition of the
Playhouse on safety grounds.

PALACE
1913 Open by this date.
A newspaper report in February 1913 refers to the Palace Cinema, Llanhilleth, whose Lessee and Manager is
Mr. J. Collier. It is clearly being used as a cine-variety, for the paper says: “The Three Whites head the bill
here and introduce some clever ball punching, and Jack McIvor is a smart Scotch comedian. The principal film
is ‘Railroad Detective’.”
Nothing more is known of this venue.
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MAERDY
MAERDY WORKMEN’S HALL & INSTITUTE
1905
1922
1925
1970s
1980s
1990s
2008

Opened
Destroyed by fire
Completely rebuilt
Cinema use ceased
Used as a club/cabaret venue
Building empty and unused
The derelict and dangerous building was demolished

The original hall was built in 1905 on the site of an old coffee tavern and reading room, the land itself being a
gift from the landlords of the Maerdy estate to the workmen of the local collieries. It was home to a large
number of local organisations, including the local Brass Band, Drama Group, Dancing Class, Choir and Jazz
Band. Sadly, this first hall was destroyed by fire in 1922 – a fire which took the life of the treasurer, whose
body was found in the caretaker's cottage adjoining the main building.
The institute was reopened in 1925 after local miners had raised a total of £20,000. The new hall was the centre
of the community’s social life, with a library, reading room, snooker room and a cinema on the first floor, and a
dance hall underneath. The dance hall was in regular use every Saturday night for very many years.
The early days of the cinema frequently saw variety acts perform between the films. In 1928 Jurat and Dene,
offered “Twists, twirls, surprises, singing, dancing, patter comedy and acrobatics” between the (still silent)
films. Variety acts were always a feature of the Maerdy Hall, and after the showing of films came to an end in
the early 1970s, the Hall entered a new, highly-popular but short-lived time as a Workingmen’s Cabaret Club.
Performers such as Johnny Stewart, the Barron Knights, Stan Stennett, Bob Monkhouse, Leslie Crowther,
Anne Shelton, Dennis Lotis, Shakin’ Stevens and Ken Dodd all appeared there in a series of Star Sunday
Night Shows. This particular kind of variety resurgence in Workingmen’s Clubs was a spectacular but brief
occurrence in the show business world at that time.
In 1988 there was a major scandal at the club when two entertainers were charged with indecently assaulting a
member of the audience during a performance. It was said a man dressed as the Hunchback of Notre Dame
dragged a screaming woman from the audience and simulated sexual intercourse with her onstage. He was
assisted by another performer dressed as a French jail-keeper. Despite claiming it was “all a bit of fun, and part
of the act which had been performed all over the country” the two men were committed for trial at Cardiff
Crown Court.

The first Maerdy Hall which burnt down in 1922

Eventually the building was
left empty and unused. During
its many years as an
abandoned, decaying structure,
there were claims that it was
haunted. It was said that in
earlier days a man had died
after being pushed down the
external fire-escape stairs
during a fight. His ghost - or
perhaps the ghost of the man
who pushed him? – would
occasionally be seen on these
stairs in the dead of night.
Ghost or no ghost, the Hall
sank into dereliction and,
when pieces of masonry
started falling onto the
pavement, the Rhondda Cynon
Taf Council declared the
building a public danger and in
2008 began demolition.
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At the time of demolition Peter
Blake, the former headmaster of
Maerdy Junior School, recorded
some of his early memories:
"It was a social centre
especially for us youngsters
because we used to go to the
pictures. There was a
chap
there who would shine his light to
try to catch us holding hands with
girls and literally give us a whack
across the ear. The hall provided
the community with a huge range
of activities over the years. It was
the Mecca of Maerdy”.
Maerdy itself had four pits dating
back to 1885, and as late as the
1960s still employed 1,800 men
and boys. The last pit closed in December 1990, and, twenty years later, there was no visible sign of the
generations who worked there, and no memorial to the 81 men whose lives were lost in an 1885 explosion.
Local residents campaigned for one of the old pit wheels to be placed among the dressed stone remnants of the
former Workmen’s Hall and to be sited at the entrance to Maerdy as a permanent memorial to its industrial
past.

Tudor Hall Cinema
1960 Opened in a converted chapel
1965 Closed
This cinema was converted from a former redundant chapel, dating from the early 1900s. As the Tudor Hall
Cinema it operated for a short while between 1960 and 1965.
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MAESTEG
Portable and Fit-Up Theatres
New Princess Theatre
This was a large portable owned by Sidney Williams, and played a season in Maesteg in 1882, and returned in
May 1885 for a second short run.
Ebley’s Portable
Ebley’s Portable was a very regular visitor to Maesteg, playing the autumn season in 1897, and returning in
May the following year. Ebley’s also played several summer seasons from 1901 onwards. His final season
seems to have started in August 1910.
Castle Theatre
The Haggar family toured their portable Castle Theatre around the valleys, but would also sometimes perform
in fit-up theatres. The Castle Theatre was erected in Maesteg in September 1900 and in the summers of 1903
and 1905. It also appears they played a fit-up season inside the Town Hall in 1902.
Wadbrook’s Electrograph
The great novelty of 1902 was the visiting
“Electrograph”. This fairground bioscope had
an enormous attraction - a film of the “famous”
Passion Play with an accompanying lecture. It
is not clear if this was film of the actual 1900
performance at Oberammergau in Bavaria. In
1897 an American syndicate had filmed a
Passion Play staged by the inhabitants of the
Austrian village of Horitz and had shown it in
Philadelphia. Then a rival New York company
exhibited a Passion Play claimed to be the 1890
Oberammergau performance (even though
cinema development would have been
inadequate for such a recording at that date.) It
is possible that the 1900 production had been filmed, but it is not known which “famous” Passion Play was
being shown in Maesteg. Maesteg was probably the last town to be visited as part of the 1902 circuit, because
immediately following his visit Mr Wadbrook took an advert offering for sale all 17 reels of the Passion Play
following its hugely successful South Wales tour.

TOWN HALL THEATRE
1881
1911
1914
1994
2005

Opened
Advertised as “Poole’s Picture Palace at the Town Hall”
Major alterations
The balcony converted into a 170 seat cinema.
Renovation and restoration

The Town Hall was built in 1881 with a market hall at ground floor level, and a
flat-floor auditorium on the first floor. The performing space had a large raised
stage and limited flying, and the auditorium and raked balcony were said to hold
around 900. It was a magnificent building with an imposing façade, and was
considered to be one of the finest halls in South Wales.
From the very beginning it was a popular venue for touring and fit-up
companies, and early attractions included the pantomimes “Dick Whittington”
and “Robin Hood”, the Maggie Morton Company with a series of classic plays, melodramas like “The Grip of
Iron” and opera festivals from companies like the O’Beirne Opera Co.
In August 1897 Edward Ebley’s company performed “The Harvest of Sin” and “Is Marriage a Failure?” in aid
of the sufferers from the Garth colliery accident. As a result, “Mr Ebley was enabled to hand over to the
treasurer the respectable sum of £26.16s”. The end of the 19th Century was marked with a sell-out performance
of “The Sign of the Cross” from the Ben Greet Company.
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Early in the 20th
Century the Town
Council decided to
lease the theatre space
to a private company,
and in October 1903
the Town Hall Theatre
came under the control
of the Poole Family,
who already ran
theatres in Gloucester,
Pontypool, Porth and
Treherbert. Mr Poole
planned to run the
Treherbert
Opera
House in conjunction
with the theatre in
Maesteg – running three nights in each venue. His first show at the Town Hall was the comic opera “Erminie”
and the local newspaper reported: “Great credit is due to Messrs Poole, who have lately taken possession of
this theatre, for the elevation in tone of the entertainment engaged for Maesteg.”
For the next few years it seemed both Poole’s Theatre and Maesteg itself were flourishing. In February 1904
the theatre had a sell-out success when Alfredo Galeffi’s English Opera Company presented a different opera
each night: Il Trovatore, The Bohemian Girl, Maritana, Faust, The Daughter of the Regiment, and The Lily of
Killarney – all of them displaying the “House Full” notice.
In May that year Mr Poole advertised for top-quality shows: “Town Hall Theatre, Maesteg. Another coming
Eldorado. More pits sunk, fine coal found. Hotels, business establishments and streets rebuilt. The direction
took at Maesteg, in three nights, on and off pay, £118, and in three nights at Treherbert £130, and we mean to
double these receipts.”
But just over a year later all the Poole’s Theatres were offered up for sale “to close a partnership”. The
Maesteg Town Hall Theatre was advertised as “The only one in the district. New entrances nearly finished.
Five years lease at moderate rental.” It is not clear what happened next: the first “for sale” adverts appeared in
October 1905, and they re-appeared in the Spring and Summer of 1906 – suggesting that there were no buyers
of this lease. However, in October 1906 announcements in The Stage stated that
variety was being performed at the “new” Theatre Royal, Maesteg, and shortly
afterwards the tour of “His Dishonoured Wife” would be playing the Opera
House, Maesteg. It seems these were temporary names for the old Town Hall
Theatre, names which do not appear again.
In 1907 the adverts once more refer to the venue as the Town Hall, Maesteg, and
state that the manager is Mr Charles Poole. It is possible that Mr Poole might
have bought out his partner, and was now back in business in Maesteg.
By January 1911 the Poole family were heavily involved in the new cinema
industry, and at the start of the year an advertising campaign was promoting
Poole’s Picture Palace at the Town Hall. The lessees were Poole’s Theatres Ltd.,
and the resident manager was Mr F.G. Knowles. A newspaper review indicates a
typical evening’s entertainment at the Town Hall: “The principal attractions this
week are the pictures ‘Two Rembrandts’, ‘Day of Storms’, ‘Shooting Rapids in
Japan’, ‘Riders of the Plains’ etc. The variety turns are given by Sergeant Bert
Powell, who describes in a highly interesting manner his experiences as a soldier
in a pictorially illustrated talk; and William Kingsley in a hand-bell
entertainment, is most interesting.”
In 1914 the Town Hall underwent some major renovation, during which the
façade was altered (to its detriment!). This facelift was probably prompted by the
arrival in the town of a new, purpose-built theatre and the competition from
several rival cinemas. However, it seems that the Town Hall was not able to
compete, and the number of performances dwindled away. The stage equipment
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was so rarely used and became so out of date that in 1920 a
deputation waited on Maesteg Council and urged the restoration of a
stage at the Town Hall for the regular production of Welsh dramas
and especially for a week of compositions which was being
arranged.
Some work was carried out and gradually it became the home to
several local amateur dramatic and operatic societies as well as
being used for public meetings, cultural, religious and political. It is
thought that Richard Burton first trod the boards here in 1939 during
a local Eisteddfod.
In March 1978 the Town Hall filled to capacity when Max Boyce
performed his concert “I Was There”. He also performed the same
programme at the Berwyn Centre in Nantymoel. Both events were
recorded and the best bits of both events were released as a highly
successful LP.
At the end of the 1990s a charitable trust, Maesteg Town Hall Limited, was established to take over the running
from Bridgend County Borough Council. The aim was to prevent threatened closure and to ensure future provision
of culture, arts and entertainment for Maesteg and the Llynfi Valley. In 2005 the building underwent a major
restoration programme and, now a Grade II listed building, the Hall is the focal point of the town.

NORTH’S MINERS LIBRARY & INSTITUTE
1898 Opened
Opened in Queen Street, Maesteg, this was
built as a result of funding from the family of
the late Colonel North, the major industrialist
and mine-owner of the area. The Norths
donated £500 towards the cost of its
construction and made an annual donation of
books to the library. The building received a
Grade II listing in 1997.
The Institute contained a stage that was 14ft
by 24ft, and a flat-floor auditorium that would
seat 750. It was heavily used for shows,
visiting professional and local amateurs in the
1920s and early 1930s. An advertisement in
1930 stated that the hall was available for rent
at £10 per week. Its performance use seems to
have ended due to competition from the New
Theatre and new cinemas in the town. At the
start of the 21st Century the building was used
as the Leisureland Amusement Centre.

DOONER’S PICTURE PALACE/ CINEMA DE LUXE
1909 Opened as Dooner’s Picture Palace and Bioscope
1913 Renamed Cinema de Luxe
1915 Possibly closed?
This very early cine-variety opened at the end of 1909 and was an instant success with the people of Maesteg.
Within its first few weeks a newspaper report said:
“This show meets with deserved and increasing popularity. An excellent number of films are again shown this
week and are enthusiastically received. Tudor’s performing ponies, in spite of having to perform in a curtailed
space, receive rounds of applause for their clever performance. Miss Sylvester, with pictorial songs, captivates the
audience with her charming voice.”
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(A cinema with performing horses between films would, I suspect, attract an enthusiastic audience even
today!) In 1913 it was renamed the Cinema de Luxe. Among the variety acts which were rivalling the shows
at the Town Hall were the Three Sisters Sprightly in “Skits on Fashion’; Colbert, the hoop manipulator; The
Eight Welsh Miners in their song-scena “Musical Mine”; Walter Gatty , comedian; and The Donatos , “onelegged dancers” – all this plus films.
According to a further newspaper report in July 1914 : “The chief interest here this week is centred on Edison’s
Kinetophone, which is very successful. The chief subjects thrown on the screen to the talking machine are
‘Master of Mine’, ‘Faust’ and ‘After College Days’. Variety acts included Amor and Roma in their vocal
comedy act.” By October, War had been declared, and the Cinema de Luxe staged a fund-raising concert of
national music of the nations at war.
The cinema placed regular advertisements for its shows up to the autumn of 1915, when one of the shows
offered The Tschire Maa Troupe of Chinese artists. After that date there seem to be no further references to
the building.
Further information is needed.

GEM CINEMA/ GEM THEATRE
1911
1920
1917
1925
1930s

Opened as a cine-variety
Announced as a venue for live shows only
Short closure for renovation and re-seating.
In exclusive use for films
Closed?

The Gem Cinema in the Co-operative Buildings was run in association with Poole’s business at the Town Hall.
Since both venues were now offering a combination of film shows and variety turns it seems odd that they
should, effectively, be in competition with each other. It is possible that the Town Hall stopped including live
performers in its presentations and was simply showing films. Around this time all the notices for variety
performers refer to the Gem and not the Town Hall. Some of the variety acts that played the Gem were Ted
Karno and Company in “Dinner Hour”;
Frank Sylvo, juggler; Upman, “the man who grows while you
wait”; Bert Castle, comedian; and The Vagges, “a bag-punching act”.
The Gem closed briefly over the Christmas and New Year 1917-1918, and “. . . reopened on Monday February
4th with varieties and pictures, the artists engaged being Heeley and Spencer and Wee Lydia. This week the
British Repertory Company are performing. The theatre is under the management of T. Hays Samuels, late of
the Picturedrome, Llanelly”. During its short closedown it had undergone some renovation and new equipment
had been installed.
In 1920 it was announced
the Gem was under new
management – and it was
the old name of Mr R.
Dooner!
Within a few
months he announced that
the theatre had been reseated, decorated and
properly heated, and was
now the only venue in town
offering live shows – the
opposition was showing
pictures only. For the next
five years the Gem appears
to be the only source of live
acts in the town, but by 1925
it was in exclusive use as a
cinema.
It is thought to have closed
in the 1930s when the
“super” cinemas, the Plaza
and the Regal were built.

The Vagges : bag-punching act
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NEW THEATRE
1914
1930s
1950s
1970s
????
2012

Opened
Gradually used more and more as a cinema
Brief resurgence as a live theatre, then returned to films.
Used as a bingo hall
Closed and converted into a furniture warehouse
Unused and for sale

The New Theatre opened in October 1914, a splendid new building in the Adams style with a seating capacity
of 1100. The manager was Mr F.G. Knowles, formerly of the Town Hall theatre. The opening show was the
revue “Wait and See”, and its policy was to present a mix of films and variety shows with the occasional week
of straight theatre.
Sadly the venture seems to have got off to a sticky start, and less than sixteen months later the New Theatre
was up for lease by public tender – described as “a first-class, well-equipped, up-to-date Theatre and Cinema”.
The winning bidder was a Mr Hamilton who immediately placed a series of adverts seeking high quality shows
for the rest of the year. The theatre seems to have thrived through the war years and, indeed, by the start of
1926 it was able to state that the New Theatre was now “the only recognised theatre in this valley” and the
secretary for future bookings was a D.W. Hughes.
Through the 1930s the New presented first class dramatic and musical companies, and had regular success with
annual pantomimes, although it was in frequent use as a cinema. In the post-Second World War years the New
returned to its stride with live shows:
“Hello from SEAC”, “Soldiers in Skirts”,
an Ice Carnival, and visiting names like
George Elrick and Tommy Cooper. In
1951 its stage production of “Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs” was
especially successful.
Its brief resurgence as a live theatre did
not last long and it soon returned to
exclusive use as a cinema and then, like
so many others, a bingo hall. For a while
it was used as a furniture warehouse
whilst negotiations were held to convert
it into a Wetherspoons pub. However, in
2009 Wetherspoons withdrew when a
survey revealed that renovation work
would prove too costly. The building
was put up for sale. Its future is
uncertain.

NANTYFYLLON PLAYHOUSE / RITZ ?
1928
1940s
1947
1950s

Open by now as a live theatre
Used for other purposes during the war?
Re-opened as the Ritz Cinema
Closed

Towards the end of 1928 the revue “Hot and Strong” – “a bright and breezy show” was being performed at the
Playhouse in Bangor Street, Nantyffyllon, and the owner, Mr Atlas, was looking for similar future attractions to
play the venue. Shortly afterwards a Madam Roberts was “seeking pretty girl dancers for pantomime at
Nantyffyllon Playhouse”. Nothing more is known of this venue.
In 1948 a small cinema opened in Bangor Street, and was described as a long, lowish building like a garage in
style. It was known as the Ritz and was said to be in a converted building. It seems to have run into the early
1950s only. It is possible that the Playhouse and the Ritz were the same building, but further information is
needed.
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PLAZA CINEMA/ WHITE WHEAT CLUB
1935
1970s
1975
1982

Opened as the Plaza Cinema
Cinema closed. Interior gutted.
Opened as White Wheat Club
Closed and converted as a snooker club

The Plaza Cinema in Castle Street opened in 1935 and ran through to the
1970s, when the interior was gutted and completely refurbished so it could
open as a major night-club. The new owner, John Hockridge, called his club
“The White Wheat” after the traditional Welsh love-song song “Bugeilio'r
Gwenith Gwyn" (“Watching the White Wheat), which describes the tragic
love affair between Wil Hopcyn and Ann Thomas, “The Maid of Cefn Ydfa”.
The Club was initially a great success, attracting performers like Tessie
O’Shea, Ryan, Peter Gordeno, Dave Swan, Matt Monro, Frankie Vaughan,
Edmund Hockridge, Peters and Lee, Ricky Valance, Kenny Smiles, and Emile
Ford. But early in the 1980s falling attendances meant fewer and fewer “big” names were engaged, and
gradually the business declined to the point where closure was inevitable. The premises were then used as a
snooker club.
Tessie O’Shea

REGAL CINEMA
1939 Opened
1984 Closed. Later used as a church
The Regal opened in Castle Street in 1939. It closed
in 1984 and was later used as a church. When the
church moved out it was offered for sale for £95,000.
Further information is required.
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MERTHYR TYDFIL
Merthyr, with its large population, and for a while the biggest town in South Wales, was an extremely popular
destination for almost all the portable theatres working the region. There was an almost continual supply of
portable seasons from the 1850s onwards.

PORTABLE COMPANIES
Hord’s Cambrian Portable
This was Johnny Hord’s Portable and was a regular feature of the Merthyr theatre scene. At the start of the
1860s he would play the town for a four week season, but by 1865 he was staying for seven months. At his
peak he was advertising “thirty first-class artists, gorgeous wardrobe, splendid act-drop”, and his programme
would regularly include items of local appeal, and he even enlisted the services of the local 12th Volunteer
Regiment to assist with the performance of “The Battle of Waterloo”. The Cambrian Theatre played more than
twenty annual seasons in Merthyr and was a great favourite with many local playgoers.
American Pavilion
The American Pavilion played a stock season through the summer of 1884.
Noakes’s Cambrian Theatre
Johnny Hord’s Cambrian Theatre had been taken over by Sam Noakes by 1885, when it played a Spring season
in Merthyr. Because of the long-standing reputation of the Cambrian, Noakes kept the old name.
Annie Anderson’s Gaiety Theatre
This played 1885 Feb to April at Troedyrhiw
Hartley &Henley’s Phoenix Theatre
This played 1885 October at Georgetown, Merthyr and then returned in March 1887 to play a season at
Troedyrhiw.
Victoria Theatre
In the winter of 1893 Mrs Sinclair’s portable Victoria Theatre was playing a season in Merthyr, and on
Thursday Feb 2nd her company staged a special one-night performance for copyright purposes. This was a new
and original Welsh play in five acts written by A. H. Ward entitled “The Heiress of Maes-y-Felin, or the
Flower of Llandovery”. It told the story of the Rev Rhys Pritchard, Vicar of Llandovery in the reign of James
II. This was quite a social occasion, and attracted the leading townsfolk.
Haggar’s Portable
In January 1894 William Haggar’s portable played two or three nights with the pantomime “Aladdin”, a split
week in Ebbw Vale and Pontypool, then another split-week in Abercarne and Merthyr.

Noakes’s Gaiety Theatre
In July 1894 Sam Noakes was
touring his “Gaiety Theatre”,
and seems to have dropped
the old name of the Cambrian.
Haggar’s Cinema Theatre
In 1910, for a season at
Troedyrhiw, Walter Haggar
was advertising for variety
acts to accompany his
bioscope exhibition.
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FIT UP COMPANIES
1854 The Chadwick Company in an
unknown local hall
1855 The James-Johnson Company in the
same hall
In September 1854, J. P. Chadwick created a stir by
taking over “a spacious building capable of holding two
thousand persons” and fitting-it up for a season of plays.
In October the season opened with a performance of
“Othello”, although the building itself was said to be in
an unfinished state. The ten week season lasted until
December but, according to the local press, “'not as
successful as the enterprising spirit of the manager
deserves”. The same building was used by James and
Johnson a year later but without profit to them, and a
sympathetic notice reported “The theatre during this
winter has exhibited the dark side of the life of the
strolling players. The season has been most unfortunate.”
Assembly Rooms
The Assembly Rooms were occasionally rented out to
fit-up companies. A company managed by Messrs
Servius and Raphaele played there in 1872. As late as
January 1893 the venue was in use for fit-up companies,
when the pantomime “Robinson Crusoe” was performed.
Circus accident:
November 1900 – Daniel Hinely, aged 25, died at Merthyr Hospital. On the Monday night of opening week of a
circus he was performing as a fat policeman, and it was part of his business to jump into a shallow pool in the ring.
He alighted awkwardly upon his head, and suffered fracture of the spine. He died three days later.

THEATRE
???? Opened before 1811
1820 Closed and used as a carpenter’s workshop.
This very early playhouse was a first-floor room built above some commercial market spaces in a building which
also incorporated some living quarters. It appears to have been equipped with a gallery, pit and boxes. A notable
feature of most of these travelling players was that they were all incredibly poor, only a step away from destitute.
There exists a lovely description of one man’s visit to this theatre and of the show on offer:
“The drama showed officers and noblemen flitting before the scenes. Then came a song by a Merthyr carpenter
known as Bosha. A farce followed: the curtain drew up and showed a fine fellow at work with a spade, but in order
to do his work thoroughly he took off his coat, then
threw off another, and so continued till a little
mountain of coats stood by his side. This caused
immense roars of applause. Then, a large fortune
was left him and the labourer turned into a fine
gentleman---having dumplings brought to him as a
luxury and kicking them about the stage to the
delight of his admirers. . . .”
The plays were described as catering to the peculiar
tastes of the valley people, “serving up finery and
grand speeches, appealing to their nationality with a
Welshman to sing them a good song, and ending
with hearty rude wit and fighting.” When it closed
in 1820 a local carpenter William Evans (known as
Billy Caerphilly) rented the place, removed the
gallery and boxes, and converted the auditorium into
a carpenter’s workshop.
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PLAYHOUSE, Market Square
1822
1840
1847
1860s
1864

Opened
Left unused
Reopened
Referred to as the Theatre Royal
Closed and unused.

A new playhouse was erected around 1822 by
Samuel Jones and was in periodic use by a
number of visiting companies who would visit the
town, lodge locally, and play a season. Between
1825 and 1840 the playhouse did well. One
manager particularly remembered was named
Dunn: at the end of his season “. . .either he or
one of his company paid for their lodging with a
Merthyr 1840s—the Playhouse might be the building on the left
bank note which, after much travelling, was at
length changed at the Fountain.
Months
afterwards when the wandering players were far away, the landlord of the Fountain took out his bank note and paid
it away, and only then was it discovered to be a rank forgery. Thus the memory of the last players who frequented
the tram-road theatre is not treasured with any particular affection.” The playhouse lay unused from 1840 to 1847,
and then for the next six years several companies visited the town and acted for short periods in the by-now
somewhat dilapidated theatre in Market Square. Macarthy opened there in 1847, and the Merthyr Guardian
commented:
“Mr. Macarthy has hit upon the right path of patronage and profit by fixing the prices of admission for
operatives at the price of a pint of beer, and for tradesmen at that of a glass of grog. Since the arrival of
the company drunkenness is observed to have decreased. In the gallery we saw with pleasure, young
boys thumbing Mansell's 'Penny Shakespeare'.”
Plays given during this period frequently included works by Shakespeare, though a particular favourite was “Twm
Shon Catti” written by William Ellis, a miner who styled himself, "the Welsh Shakespeare". As well as the plays,
the great wonder of the day, the panorama, would occasionally be given in the playhouse, describing the Battle of
Navarino or the Battle of Alma and always attracting full houses. Very shortly afterwards the season came to an
abrupt end.
J. F. Rogers's company began acting there in May 1850, at which time it seems he had invested some money in
cleaning and upgrading the building, and gradually over the next years the seasons at the Playhouse began to
attract a more fashionable audience. The ‘Merthyr Guardian’ reviewed a production of “Hamlet” and reported:
“Mr. W. Waldron's personation (of Hamlet) was throughout a close imitation of Macready; in some
parts he succeeded admirably; in others, fell far short of his great original. . . . We like Mr. Grove's
Polonius, though he was too much of a fool. There was a numerous and highly fashionable audience”.
And Mr Waldron himself was back heading his own company for seasons in 1860 and 1861 with a varied mix of
plays including “A New Way to Pay Old Debts”, “Romeo and Juliet”, and “The Life of a Mechanic” though he
was not above the occasional less highbrow production when he presented a
boxing match between the opening play and the closing farce on one evening in
March 1861.
During 1862, three companies appeared at the old theatre, which was now
referred to as the Theatre Royal, Market Hall. However, attendances were
beginning to fall away, possibly because of energetic opposition from the
Methodists. Several local chapel-goers who were providing lodgings for the
travelling players were instructed to eject the actors and boycott the plays. The
players themselves argued they were licensed and were entitled to
accommodation, and they took their complaint to the local magistrate and
Justice of the Peace. Although initially it seemed the magistrate would support
the players, pressure from the chapel finally forced him to dismiss the actors’
appeal.
The Playhouse once more fell into disuse, and by 1864 was referred to in the
press as “that boarded theatre in Market Square”.
Macready as Hamlet
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TEMPERANCE HALL/ SCALA CINEMA
1852
1873
1888
1930
?
1985
?

Opened
Major enlargement
Further remodelling
Renovated
Renamed the Scala Cinema
Balcony and stage area removed
Became a snooker club.
The original Temperance Hall was
used for public meetings and
concerts, and seems to have been
equipped with a simple platform
construction at one end of a large
hall. In 1873, the Hall underwent
major enlargement – and was said
to hold up to four thousand
people. For the next twenty years
the Hall was the main theatre in
Merthyr, mostly seeing off
competition that came and went,
from the Drill Hall, the short-lived
Park Theatre and the many
visiting portable theatres.
Performances at the Temperance
Hall ranged from musicals like
“Les Cloches de Corneville”, the
marionette spectacular
“Bluebeard”, Charles Hildon as
Romeo and Maud Randford as
Juliet, other classics like “The
Taming of the Shrew” and “She
Stoops to Conquer” and Dr
Hodges’ “colossal diorama of
America, Canada and the Far
West”.
In 1885 the management was
controlled by a group of four
brothers: Charles, Joseph, George
and Harry Poole who continued
with the mixed policy, and
encouraged local amateur groups
to use the premises as their regular
base. By the turn of the century
the Temperance Hall was
gradually becoming a music-hall
and variety theatre, with the
touring productions of musicals
and straight plays tending to go to
the Theatre Royal.

Up to the start of the Great War the Temperance Hall offered such novelties as The Great Kyoto, with his
“Japanese Speciality act, the Mysterious comedy Japanese Box and Potpourri act, contortionist juggler,
conjurer and pug dog including the burlesque ‘Diabolo’” ; or Will Saunders, “the original loose-legged
Funniosity and Quaint Comedian”; or, for an even more bizarre evening’s entertainment, “ The Mysterious
Mysticus, the original human chameleon; Dr Metcler’s wonderful spiritualistic photographic demonstration;
and Mdlle Clothilde Fernandez in her beautiful fire-dancing butterfly entertainment.”
By 1915 the manager of the theatre was Mr. Israel Price, who would become a legendary theatre manager of
the South Wales area and would still be running the hall at the end of the 1940s, by which time he also
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managed Merthyr’s Theatre Royal. From the outbreak of the War until
the start of the “talkies” Israel Price provided variety performers and
sketches like Murphy and Mack in “The Major’s Reflections”; Harry
Grey, character comedian; Olive Armidale, comedienne; the Four Krays
in vaudeville; Brothers Larkum, comedians; Harry Raymond and Ivy in
coon songs and dances. He also provided revues like “It’s a Long Way to
Tipperary” . In 1927 he was able to advertise that the Temperance Hall
was “now the only live theatre in the town”.
The Hall reopened in August 1930 after a short closedown during which
the building was renovated and re-seated, and promoted itself as “Now
one of the most comfortable theatres in the provinces”. However, it
seems to have been used extensively as a cinema during the Second
World War. In the post-war years it resumed live theatre, and in 1948 ran
a forty-week repertory season under the direction of Barney Lando. Israel
Price was still the manager at this point, and had also taken over control
of the town’s other main venue, the Theatre Royal.
At some point the building was given a bit of a facelift and renamed the
Scala Cinema. Possibly this was around 1985 when the balcony and the
entire stage area were removed, and the lobby was converted to a bar
area. At some later date the Scala Cinema closed and the building was
used as a snooker hall.

Barney Lando

Further information is needed.

NEW THEATRE ROYAL / DRILL HALL
1867 Opened in the converted Drill Hall
1914c Ceased to be used for live shows?
1938 Replaced with new drill hall
The “New Theatre Royal” opened in February 1867 and a newspaper report declared:
“No town in Wales was so much in need of a good theatre. The locus in quo of the company is the spacious new
Drill Hall, a place
admirably suited for
all
kinds
of
entertainments, and on
Saturday night, the
first performance was
given here. There was
a tolerably numerous
attendance when we
consider
how
inconvenient it is for
most of the tradesmen
to leave business on
Saturday nights. The
Manager announced
that the authors from
whom he would draw
his plays would be
Shakespeare,
Sheridan, Bulwer and
other
standard
dramatists. The piece
performed was “Lady
Camilla's Husband”.
The Old Drill Hall used for an Art Exhibition, May 27th 1880
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The management announced that Mondays and Saturdays were to be “'People's Nights”, and Thursdays would
be the “Fashionable Night”. Initially the theatre was “crowded to suffocation. . . Yet the company neglected its
opportunity by being shockingly careless in performance”. Clearly the artistic standards were too low, and the
company soon moved on.
The new theatre did not attract very many of the regular strolling companies, and local audiences had few
opportunities of enjoying a straight play except for the occasional visits from Johnny Hord’s Portable.
Between 1868 and 1875, only occasional visits to the Drill Hall were paid by touring companies, including the
United Service Dramatic Company and the stock companies of the Cardiff and Swansea theatres. Gradually a
significant number of the townsfolk began to move away from the growing vulgarity of the portables, and an
audience emerged for visits from the travelling opera companies and such novelties as Poole and Young's
panorama.
The Drill Hall was a focal point for all community and social events in the town, as well as entertainment. It
was used for everything from a soup kitchen to an art gallery, but it remained in regular use for fit-up, visiting
and amateur shows. During the 1880s the Drill Hall offered Pantomime and variety shows, with attractions
including “Little Jack Horner”, “Robinson Crusoe”, “The Ugly Sister and the Beast”, Harry Liston, and
Tannamaker's Japanese troupe whose performance consisted of ladder balancing, wire walking, and umbrella
spinning. When a play was staged, it was of an “improving” nature, and there were frequent revivals of such
plays as “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”.
The Drill Hall faced a rival when the Empire opened in 1890. The Empire tended to stage more plays and
musicals while the Drill Hall offered acts like Professor E.K. Crocker “. . .paying a return visit of six night to
this hall with his educated horses, ponies, donkeys and mules. The feats the animals go through almost justify
their teacher in claiming that his pupils can do anything but talk. On the opening night the hall was crowded”.
Both venues were competing for the pantomime audience. The Empire stole a march with a hugely successful
eight-week run of “Aladdin” in 1890, but the following year, at the last minute the Empire cancelled its panto.
However, a third theatre opened in 1891 – the Theatre Royal and Opera House - and the Drill Hall gradually
declined with irregular weeks, sometimes long closed periods. It was still staging the occasional live show as
late as 1913, but the Great War led to its final closure as a live theatre.

NEW/ LEVINO’S CIRCUS / PALACE OF VARIETIES/ PARK THEATRE
1883?
1884
1886
1888
????

Opened as the New Theatre
Renamed Palace of Varieties
Known as Levino’s Circus & Theatre
Renamed Park Theatre
Closed and demolished

Early in the 1880s Alfred Hillier announced the opening of the “New” theatre in the Market Place, Merthyr,
and within a few months he was promoting it under the name Palace of Varieties. It is likely this was a wooden
structure, and, according to an advert in
September 1884 seeking “ a leading lady”
and useful people”, it was operated on a
profit-share basis. Two years later it was
taken over by Dolph and Henri Levino,
two American brothers who had come to
the UK and started their own touring
circus. They presented circus-type shows
for short seasons, and then reverted to
music hall and variety performances at
other times. Between December 1886
and February 1887 they staged a stock
season of straight plays with Kate
Beresford and Charles Morgan’s
Company, performing plays with titles
like “Hazel Kirke” and “Nelly’s Sin”.
The season of straight plays went so well
that they started advertising the venue as
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“Levino’s Theatre (late Circus)”, with the Lessee and Manager recorded as Dolph Levino, and the acting manager
as Henri Levino. During this time they had great success with two visiting productions, “Muldoon’s Picnic” and
“Monte Cristo”.
At the beginning of 1888 they sold the premises (although they still controlled the Empire Theatre in Cardiff), and
the new owners announced that the “former Merthyr Circus, now renamed the Park Theatre, is the only theatre in
the town” – suggesting that the Drill Hall was closed during this time.
The new owners were a consortium of local businessmen, Messrs Lowe, Sutherland and Davies, and they
appointed George Dallas as their resident manager. In May of that year they announced their “intention of
considerably altering and improving the property so as to fit it for the reception of good and reliable touring
companies” but in reality it seems very little was done. When the touring production of “Bright Days” played the
Park Theatre in October 1889 – eighteen months later – the company complained of the poor, insanitary and
inadequate state of the building.
Nothing is known of this building after that date. Further information is needed.

EMPIRE THEATRE
1890 Opened
1892? Closed?
?
Demolished by 1907?
In March 1890 John Lawson is recorded as the Lessee of the Empire
Theatre in Merthyr, and his opening production was a touring version of
the play “The Dangers of London”. His resident manager was Charles H.
Herberte. The rest of the year seemed to attract good business (possibly the
Empire was the only working theatre in the town at that time) and touring
attractions like “Noble Love” and “The New Mazeppa” announced sell-out
business. Over the Christmas and New Year of 1890-1891 the Empire
achieved a spectacular commercial success with an eight week run of
“Aladdin” with John Lawson himself appearing as Abanazar.
The rest of 1891 seems to have been disastrous: the rival New Theatre
Royal opened, offering magnificent luxury and the very best of touring
shows. At the end of the year Mr Lawson hoped to recoup his losses by
staging another long-running pantomime, but just three weeks prior to
opening night he placed the following notice in “The Stage” - “Notice: All
engagements made for Pantomime at the Empire Merthyr Tydfil are
cancelled as building is not practicable.- John Lawson”
There seems to be no further information on this theatre from 1893
onwards. Since the new Theatre Royal added the name “Empire” to its
title in 1907, it appears the Empire may have completely disappeared by
then. Further information is needed.

Neil Kenyon as Widow Twankey

THEATRE ROYAL/ ROYAL EMPIRE
1893 Opened as Theatre Royal and Opera House
1907 Known as Theatre Royal & Empire
1932 Remodelled in Art-Deco style
1970? Converted to bingo
2006 Closed and unused
Located in Penydarren Road, the Theatre Royal and Opera House was designed by local Merthyr Tydfil architect
T.C. Wakeling in a Neo-Classical style, and was equipped with a stage that was 28 feet wide and 22 feet deep, with
six dressing rooms. An announcement in The Stage in October 1893 stated:
“New Theatre Royal and Opera House” – Sole lessee and Manager Mr Will Smithson. The magnificent
modern theatre with all modern improvements, to seat 1800, erected at a cost of £8,000, will open
Christmas with Will Smithson’s pantomime Dick Whittington. Full professional band and staff.
Everything done to ensure success.”
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Will Smithson also ran the
Royal Clarence, in
Pontypridd. When the local
newspaper reviewed the
musical “Dorothy” – the
1894 Easter Monday
attraction – it reported “this
new theatre should prove to
be one of the most
comfortable houses of
amusement
in
the
provinces. It is said to have
the largest stage of any
theatre in South Wales.
The auditorium is
admirably planned and
every person in the
audience will have a
complete view of the stage.
We trust the lessee Mr Will
Smithson will receive at the
hands of the Merthyr public
the patronage which his
enterprise deserves.”
The opening years saw
touring productions such as
“The Fast Mail”, “East
Lynne”, “The Two
Hussars” and “Between the
Lights” and the Theatre
Royal rapidly established
itself as one of the region’s
most important venues.
In April 1896 Will
Smithson suffered a serious
accident as he was retuning
to Merthyr from Aberdare.
“He had been over on
business matters in
connection with the
representation of ‘Trilby’ at
the Temperance Hall,
Aberdare, and was
returning when his horse
took fright near the Great
Western Railway Bridge,
and bolted up the road
towards Abernant. Shortly
after passing the Aberdare
Steam Laundry the horse
ran full tilt against a wall
and Mr Smithson was
thrown with great violence
to the ground, the back of
his head coming into
contact with the hard road.
When picked up afterwards
by a passer-by he was
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found to be unconscious, and the Aberdare Hospital being near at hand he
was conveyed thither, and was medically attended to at once. His skull was
found to be bruised badly, but it was not fractured as was at first rumoured. . .
We are pleased to state that although he is still suffering great pain, he is
favourably progressing.”
Pantomime proved to be extremely popular in Merthyr, and the 1897
“Aladdin” with Harry Rousby as Widow Twankey, Edie Macklin as Aladdin,
and Nellie Bruce as Princess was a huge hit, as was the 1899 “Cinderella”.
Musicals such as “The Slave Girl”, “Secrets of the Harem” and “Belle of
New York” attracted good business, and Merthyr audiences flocked to
visiting opera companies, especially the J.W. Turner Opera Company whose
one-week visit in May 1899 offered performances of “Maritana”, “The
Bohemian Girl”, “Faust”, “Lily of Killarney” and “Il Trovatore”.
In October 1900 Will Smithson proudly advertised the fact that the
production of “Two Little Drummer Boys” broke all box office records at the
Theatre Royal, taking £223.16s.6d. on the week. The breakdown was:
Monday £48. 4s. 0d; Tuesday £3. 18s.; Wednesday £25. 12s; Thursday: £45.
1s; Friday: £20; Saturday £53. 1s.6d.

Jack Haig

In the early years of the new century control of the theatre was assumed by Albert Jackson Withers, a Bargoed
business-man who would later go on to create the largest cinema circuit
in South Wales. In 1908 he entered into a dispute with the Merthyr
Watch Committee when they refused him a drinks licence for the
Theatre Royal. “Mr Jackson Withers, proprietor of the Royal, Merthyr
Tydfil, on Friday October 23rd in the King’s Bench Division obtained a
rule nisi from the Lord Chief Justice calling upon the Watch Committee
of Merthyr Tydfil to show cause why they should not grant him a license
for the theatre.”
He did obtain his licence, and the theatre gradually mixed music-hall and
variety shows with touring plays and musicals, so that one week the
public could see “The Count of Luxembourg” or “The Girl from Utah”,
and the following week Savaro “the wonderful bird imitator and siffleur”
or Dan Ashton, “The Collier Comedian”.
Despite the growing cinema interests of the Jackson Withers
organisation, the Theatre Royal was chiefly used as a live theatre right
through the Great War and beyond, with the occasional film display
staged as a novelty act. The main attractions remained musicals,
pantomimes, touring plays, and visits from the likes of the F.R. Benson
Shakespeare Company. The 1939 “Red Riding Hood” and the 1940
“Mother Goose” starring Jack Haig as Idle Jack, did excellent business.
The Theatre Royal closed in the late-1960’s and was converted into a
bingo club. The theatre closed as a bingo hall in 2006 and has been
unused ever since. Plans for the site have been considered but never
submitted. The building is now in a parlous state and on the “at risk”
register.

Cosy Cinema, Penydarren
1910 Opened
This was a large building noted for its rounded roof. Little is known about this cinema other than the fact that
locals used the call it the “Lousy Cinema” or the “flea pit”.
Further information is needed.
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Olympia / Picturedrome
1910 Opened as a skating rink
1913 Renamed the Picturedrome
???? Closed and demolished
Although the Olympia opened as a roller-skating
rink, within its first year it was presenting bioscope
shows and variety acts. In June 1910 James
Haggar, whose family regularly visited the town
with their portable theatre, had leased part of the
new Rink and was advertising for a bioscope
operator and variety acts to perform between film
displays.
In July 1912 Mr Harris of the Olympia Skating
Rink advertised for a Bioscope Operator, familiar
with “Gaumont Chrono” equipment, and
announced that bioscope displays would be given
on Sunday nights only. Rather oddly, this advert
stated “Good skater preferred”, which suggests that
for the rest of the week the bioscope operator
would be required to work in the rink.
On May 14th 1913 the Olympia announced it was
showing films and could seat 1,000 in the stalls and
balcony. However, it still advertised itself as the
Olympia Rink & Picturedrome, so it is likely that
film shows were given alongside skating sessions,
and that the seating – at least in the stalls, was removable.

Olympia Rink & Picturedrome

The Olympia was also used for several political meetings in the hotly contested elections following the death of
Keir Hardie in 1915, and frequently staged boxing matches and sporting events. However, in February 1916 the
entire business was up for sale. The advert declared:
For Sale: Olympia Rink & Picturedrome, Merthyr – A fortune for the right man. – 12,000 sq. ft of floor
space. Situated in the main street of one of the best South Wales centres – Iron and Coal industry- with a
population of 80,000. Ideal building for Fun City and Exhibitions. Also contents: - a beautiful tone 87
key Marenghi Organ with latest tunes; 450 pairs of skates; 600 chairs; a portable gallery to seat 900;
Gaumont Chrono; a 24ft x 24ft cinema sheet; and 2 pairs of red plush curtains, 22ft x 22ft each. Apply
Mr Harris 13, Park Place, Merthyr
Further information is needed.

Victoria Electric Theatre, Dowlais
1910 Opened as the Victoria Electric Theatre
1940s Known as the Victoria
1962 Closed
Built in 1910 and located in Dowlais, it was known as The Victoria
Electric Theatre and operated under that name until 1937. By 1944, it
was known as the Victoria Cinema, and it had closed by 1963.
On February 2nd 1893 a one-off performance of “The Heiress of MaesY-Felin” by A.H. Ward was given at the Victoria, Merthyr Tydfil. This
was to establish copyright in the work. Further information is needed to
discover exactly which theatre was known as the “Victoria” - since the
published information suggests the Victoria Electric Theatre was not
built until 1910.
Victoria, Dowlais
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Palace, Pontmorlais
1912
1946
?
?

Opened as a cine-variety
Still in cinema use
Later used as a dancehall
Finally named The Sands
Nightclub & Casino

The Palace opened on June 27th 1912 as a
cine-variety. It became a full-time cinema
in the 1920s, but in 1935 it was advertising
for live variety acts, which suggests it might
have had some live theatre use at various
times over the years.
It remained a cinema through the war and
immediate post-War years, but at some
point closed and was used as a dance-hall.
Its final use seems to have been as a
nightclub and casino called “The Sands”.

Castle Cinema / ABC Super Cinema
1929
1932
1963
1972
1998
2003
2011

Opened
Purchased by ABC Cinemas but kept Castle name
Renamed the ABC Castle Super Cinema
Converted into two studio cinemas & a bingo hall
Bingo ended, and used as three studio cinemas
Closed. Used as a skating rink, then a pub.
Closed and demolished

The Castle Cinema opened on the 11th February 1929, on the site of the original Castle Hotel. It was a vast
building, with a seating capacity of 2,500 in stalls, balcony and a second balcony. It also contained one of the
finest organs in Wales, a Christie 3-Manual/10 Rank organ which was heard on many broadcasts on radio during
the 1930s and 1940s. The organ however fell into disrepair in the late 1940s and was removed in 1954.
The cinema was leased by the Associated British Cinemas (ABC) chain in 1932, and the auditorium was
completely re-modelled in an Art Deco style. For a few years it was operated by the Regent Theatre chain (a
subsidiary of ABC) and then returned to ABC Management up to the outbreak of the Second War. During these
cinema years it would occasionally be used for a live performance, and once it was taken over by an independent
operator in 1939, live shows became more frequent, including a series of successful pantomimes .
In November 1932 it was sold outright to Associated British Cinemas (ABC) but retained the name Castle Cinema
until 1963 when it was finally renamed the
ABC Castle Super Cinema. Changes in
seating and safety requirements had reduced
the number of seats to 1,696 seats, but
during the early sixties this made it an
attractive venue for the occasional big “pop”
concert, one being by Pink Floyd in 1967 and
another by the group Small Faces.
In 1972 ABC sold out to the Leeds-based
Star Group, and they converted the stalls
area into a bingo hall, and turned the first
balcony into two studio cinemas, seating 195
and 98. The films were actually projected
from the second balcony by means of
periscope mirror devices - making it a
nightmare climb for the poor projectionist
carrying the reels up and down.
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From 1977 onwards the building passed to a
series of independent owners and underwent
major changes in 1998 when bingo finally
ceased to draw the crowds. The former stalls
area was re-seated with 300 luxury armchairs
and a giant 45 foot screen was installed in
front of the original stage area. This new
“Screen 1” opened in June 1999, running
alongside the existing two small studios on
the first floor. In September 2003 the Castle
finally closed, unable to compete with the
opening of a 12 screen multiplex ten miles
from the town.
A brief attempt to use the stalls area as a
skating rink came to nothing, and for a while the building was used as a pub. Gradually the premises fell into
dilapidation, and the former Castle Cinema was demolished in January 2011.

VUE CINEMA
2008 Opened
The 8-screen Vue opened on 26th September 2008, with seating capacities ranging from 384 to 73. Two of the
screens are equipped to screen 3D films.

MYFANWY THEATRE
2008 Opened
The old performing hall in Merthyr College was given a £750,000 refurbishment, and equipped with a new stage,
tiered seating for approx 275, the latest lighting and sound equipment, new dressing rooms and box office and foyer.
Because of its location in the centre of the town, and the added advantage of 600 car parking spaces, it has rapidly
established itself as an enormous asset to the community, providing a modern educational, performance and
conference space, ideal for dance, musicals, plays, and instrumental and vocal concerts, and visiting performers and
companies. It opened on April 16th 2008.

OLD TOWN HALL ARTS CENTRE
1898
1990
1992
2000
2011

Opened as the Public Offices and Town Hall
Left unused when Council moved to new Civic Centre
Sold and converted into a nightclub
Nightclub closed. Building left unused
Plans approved for conversion into arts centre

Following a funding package of £6million from the Welsh Assembly and the Heritage Lottery Fund, work has
started on a major restoration project on the
old Grade II listed Town Hall.
Plans are being drawn up so the refurbished
building will have over 2,500 square metres
of floor space, including offices, rehearsal
spaces, studios and work spaces for visual,
performing arts and media. It will
accommodate events such as music
concerts, theatre and dance performances
and exhibitions.
The Town Hall was formerly used for all
manner of civic occasions and ceremonies,
and was frequently used for entertainment
purposes, both professional and amateur.
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THEATR SOAR
2012 Opened
Theatr Soar is a new theatre
conversion in the centre of Merthyr,
consisting of a 200 seat auditorium,
a versatile studio space suitable for
dance, arts and training workshops,
and
two music and recording
rooms.
This community arts venue has been
created inside the transformed Zoar
Chapel and its adjacent vestry
building in Pontmorlais under the
auspices of the Merthyr Tydfil
Welsh Language Initiative.
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MILFORD HAVEN
Information on the early theatres and cinemas in Milford Haven is very hard to come by, and only sketchy
details have so far been traced. Further information would be most welcome.

Portable and fit-up theatres
Henry Masterman’s Company
Henry Masterman’s circuit regularly included Swansea, Carmarthen, Haverfordwest and Milford Haven, and,
as a fit-up company of strolling players, they would perform in whatever venue was available. In Milford
Haven in January 1797 they performed in a newly built but unfurnished building near the sea where they
reported “ the company was frozen with cold”. Their regular visits to Milford Haven meant their performances
were eagerly anticipated and well rewarded. When an actor’s wife gave birth to a child at its father’s home
town of Milford, the benefit performance and other gifts amounted to a staggering £130.
Wadbrook’s Royal Electrograph
In the summer of 1910 Wadbrook’s
touring Bioscope visited the town.
In August he was presenting variety
acts in-between the film shows –
his top attraction being The
Bohemians, Will and Madge, a
comedy double-act.
Around the same time it appears Mr
Wadbrook was either building or
converting an existing building into
a more permanent set-up, which
was planned to be the first
permanent cinema in the town.

THEATRE
1802 Opened
???? Closed
This theatre opened on September 11th 1802, and stood at the back of the Commercial Inn. During its opening
season it was “night after night crowded to excess.” During the winter season of 1805-1806 the theatre was
occupied by the South Wales Company which was headed by R. Phillips, a former Drury Lane actor. Mr
Phillips had taken over part of the old Masterman circuit after Henry Masterman died in 1803. Phillips himself
was praised for the excellence of his performances, but it was felt many of his company were not as good as
they should have been.
The theatre was still in operation in 1843 when William Dunnant’s Strolling Company placed a local
advertisement for the performance on January 18th, containing a long list of worthies and titled patrons.
Further information is needed.

MASONIC HALL
????

Opened

The first mention of the Masonic Hall in relation to public performances seems to be towards the end of 1892
when advertisements appeared for a singer called Stuart Lomath and for a performance of “The Spectral
Opera” under the control of Victori Rosini . For the next thirty years the Hall was in regular use for visiting
plays such as “When London Sleeps” and “The Web of Fate”, and a stock repertory season from the Charles
Freeman Players, and visits from the F.R. Benson Shakespeare Co
In 1913, under the control of a new manager, Victor Stephen, the Masonic Hall was mostly used for variety and
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music-hall shows: in July
the attractions were Li Chang
Hi and Tai Mao (“Chinese
conjurers par excellence”),
with Lillie Miller, (“dainty
soubrette”), and the Battmer
Trio of musical comedy
sketch artists. Variety, revue
and repertory continued
throughout the Great War
and into the 1920s.
In 1927 the venue was
having some difficulty in
finding shows and advertised
“Masonic Hall, Milford
Haven – To Let. Electric
light. Central heating,
Seating accommodation
500”. And in 1930 it was
still offering live shows in
competition to local cinemas.
Further information is
needed.

NEW THEATRE?
1928 Opened?
?
Possible change of name?
Empire? Astoria?
In February 1928 the touring revue “Stuff and Nonsense”
announced in “The Stage” that it had been chosen as the
opening show at the New Theatre in Milford Haven.
In March, the following month, the British Dominion Film
Corporation Ltd sought an injunction against the Fred d’Albert
Repertory Company, restraining them from performing a play
called “Dawn” at the New Theatre. In their advertising, the
Rep Company claimed that this was a stage version of the film
of the same name. This breach of copyright had occurred the
previous week at the new theatre in Milford Haven.
Because of the absence of any further records for the New
Theatre in Milford Haven, it is possible this theatre changed
its name shortly after opening. Perhaps it is the same venue
that was later known as the Empire, or even the Astoria.?
Further details are sought.

STRATFORD HALL
????

Open by 1928

The production “Miles of Smiles” under the management of John D. Roberton was performed at the Stratford Hall
in March 1928 and over the next two years the Hall hosted regular shows including “Fun in a Fire Station” with
the Reegoes, “The C.O.D. Revue”, “Gay Doings” and, in January 1930, an attraction called “Disembodying a
Girl” – an undertaking to be carried out “in full view of the audience.”
Further information is needed.
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EMPIRE
????

Opened

The Empire in Stratford Road, with
a seating capacity of 678 was used
for cinema and variety. Through
the Second World War it seems to
have operated chiefly as a cinema,
but returned to frequent live shows
in the post-War years, starting with
the pantomime “Aladdin” in
January 1946, starring the doubleact Max Foster & Wyn (“Magic as
you Like it”) This was presented
by local impresario Lt-Commander
Henry Offord as his return to
theatre after his military service. Other visiting shows included Gladys Morgan & Co in June 1949. Later in
its life the Empire was operating as a bingo hall and a cinema on different nights of the week.
Further information is needed.

ASTORIA
???? Opened
2012 In use as a Bingo Hall
It would seem the Empire and the Astoria were
operating simultaneously: in March 1949 Sandy
Powell & Co were playing the Astoria, and in
June that year George Elrick advertised he was
appearing at the Astoria and, at the same time,
Gladys Morgan advertised she was appearing at
the Empire. Other performers at the Astoria in
1949 included Jimmy James and Syd Millward
& His Nitwits. For the Festival Year of 1951 the
Astoria hosted a Gala Welsh Variety Show.
Further information is needed.

TORCH THEATRE
1977 Opened
The 300-seat Torch Theatre opened on April
16th 1977 with a production of “Relatively
Speaking”, having cost £530,000 to build.
Almost immediately it fell into a funding crisis,
and just two years later the artistic director,
Graham Watkins, was proposing mothballing the
building for four months as the only way of
surviving. Help came in the middle of 1980
when two leading oil companies – Gulf and
Amoco – both came forward with some
sponsorship which eased the situation.
As well as hosting touring productions, the Torch
possesses its own independent theatre company
which produces and tours its own shows. Since
the late 1980s, it has been the only cinema in the town. In 2006, the theatre commenced a £5 million
redevelopment which added a 102 seat Studio Theatre, also equipped to show films.
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Too many Palaces?
A problem arises with the number of venues in Milford Haven which were advertised with “Palace” in their
title. It is difficult to establish how many separate buildings these might have been.

Danter’s Picture Palace
This was open by October 1910, when the variety act “The Squire and the Dairymaid” - with life-size
mechanical cow- appeared between film shows. A month later it was advertised simply as “The Palace”, but it
was back to “Danter’s” in 1915 when the sketch performance between films was “And the Woman Told”
performed by the Fred Wilson’s Company.

Wadbrook’s Palace/ Royal Picture Palace / Dooner’s Electric Theatre.
It’s not clear if Wadbrook’s permanent cinema opened in December 1910 – at that time he was advertising live
comedians performing the comedy sketch “The Prima Donna and the Tramp” alongside several film shows. It
is possible this programme was still in his portable building. However, in the early months of 1911 he was
definitely in his new “Palace”. Over the next five years this early cine-variety introduced performers such as
the vocal comedy duo, Chant and Chant, and the acrobatic Bristowe Brothers, alongside a wide range of films –
but the venue was advertised under a series of different names: The Electrograph; Wadbrook’s Palace; the
Royal Picture Palace; and – possibly following a short lease to the Dooner family – it spent much of 1913
advertised as Dooner’s Electric Theatre.

Haggar’s Picture Palace
In July 1911 Haggar’s Picture Palace was offering Caron and Careena, a comedy costume act, as the attraction
between film shows. It is possible this was a portable venue since its name does not appear again in local
advertising.

The Palace / The Cinema / The Picture Palace
To confuse matters even more, a number of notices and adverts refer to “The Palace”, sometimes the “Palace
Cinema” and sometimes just the “Cinema”, Milford Haven. In 1914 there appear to be two cinemas operating
at the same time – “Wadbrook’s Palace” and the “Cinema”. In 1915 Mr H. Scard is the manager of the
“Cinema” and has booked acts such as Jack Clare (“The Chocolate Coloured Coon”) and Mabel Comelyn
(“eccentric comedienne). Later that year Ned Edwards and His Little Queenies took an advert in “The Stage”
claiming they “broke all records last week at the Cinema Milford Haven and wish to than Mr H. Scard for extra
salary”. It appears this cinema thrived during the Great War,
and in April 1924 Mr Scard advertised for a “Capable Picture
pianist, twice nightly” for the Palace Cinema, which he
described as a “small venue”. By October 1929 Mr Scard is
still the manager, and advertised for a pianist to play the
“Orgapian” at the “Picture Palace.”

And more confusion!

Hippodrome
In September 1913 Leoni Clarke’s Royal Comedy Animal Act
with cats, monkeys, rabbits, hares, pigeons, canaries and guinea
pigs is advertised as taking place at the Hippodrome, Milford
Haven.

Standard
And in November 1928 Frank Thompson advertises that he is
playing a season at the Standard, Milford Haven. Neither the
Hippodrome nor the Standard seem to be mentioned again.
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MONMOUTH
FIT UP THEATRE, St Mary Street
1770c
1775
?
2000

Opened on the site of an earlier barn “fit-up” theatre
Recorded as being used by Roger Kemble’s touring co
No further details. Later used as shops
Remains of building disused

The Kembles played at Monmouth in June 1775 and their bill advertised “The Clandestine Marriage” with the
note “no persons admitted behind the scenes; no servants admitted without paying; no money returned after the
curtain rises viz. seven o’clock”.
In the summer of 1829 an actor called Mildenhall formed his own company and travelled through the region,
playing a three month season at the “fit-up theatre in St Mary Street”. The company was extremely popular in
Monmouth, with much acclaim for the play “The Red Barn or Midday Murder”, written by Mildenhall himself.
Unfortunately their subsequent ventures at Chepstow and Usk were total failures and Mildenhall lost every
penny he had made at Monmouth. He ended up bankrupt and disbanded his company.
Henry Masterman’s Company
In 1800 Henry Masterman’s company played a not too successful season at Monmouth. This was recorded as
having been “fitted up in a barn” (it is not known precisely where this “barn” was located, and it might have
been in what would later be called the Monk Street Theatre). Details of their 1799-1803 South Wales tour are
recorded in the memoirs of John Cape Everard who toured with Masterman at this time. Everard was very
unhappy with the way the tour was managed, and especially angered by the favouritism shown toward an old
actor, Giles, who always “had first choice of parts, and believing he could play every type, would essay
Richard, Hamlet, Romeo and Sir Peter Teazle. With such a universal genius we had no need for so many men
in the company and still less for eleven women.”

TOWN HALL
1724 Opened
The Monmouth Town Hall was used for a fit up performance in May 1784 by John Boles Watson and his
company (he had taken over the Roger Kemble Circuit). They performed “The Beaux Stratagem” and a
satirical epilogue called “Scrub’s Travels to Dublin, London and Monmouth” written by Mrs Siddons and
Watson himself. The theatre fitted up in the Town Hall was “equal to almost any in the kingdom in point of
size and accommodation”
Watson’s company was back again in April 1790 for a two month season in the Town Hall. They acted four
times a week, frequently
repeating their most
popular play, “Captain
Cook”.
On May 3rd Watson was
able to advertise the guest
appearance of Lee Lewes
a well-known actor
making his “third
appearance on any stage
since his return from
India”. John Boles
Watson’s company is
thought to have made
occasional visits to
Monmouth until the time
of his death in 1813.
In the early months of
1812 Andrew Cherry’s
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Swansea Company arrived in Monmouth where their visit was
enthusiastically awaited. The local architect Maddox willingly fitted
up a theatre (probably in the Town Hall again, though possibly in
Monk Street), but Andrew Cherry suddenly died of dropsy on the
brain. The season was cancelled.
Throughout the 1880s the Town Hall was in regular use as a theatre.
Visiting tours included Maud Randford & Company with a season of
stock plays, the Provincial Comedy Company, and productions of
“She Stoops to Conquer” and, in April 1887, “Muldoon’s Picnic”.
This last-named show had a novelty advertising gimmick – “a large
‘captive’ barrage balloon promoting the show is flown above the
theatre. The same balloon as used at Drury Lane.”
However, the opening of the Roll’s Hall in 1888 offered far better
performing facilities, and gradually the Town Hall lost its role as the
centre of Monmouth’s theatre scene.

Andrew Cherry

MONK STREET THEATRE / MASONIC HALL
1797
1838
1846
2005
2006

In use as a fit-up theatre
Some re-modelling and opened as the Monk Street Theatre
Closed and converted into a Masonic Hall
Suffered serious fire damage
Major restoration and repair work

There are references to strolling players “fitting-up” their performances in Monk Street as early as 1797. It is
thought that the rather primitive facilities at that time underwent considerable improvement in 1838, when the
building was regularly referred to as the Monk Street Theatre.
When the Hereford company played at Monmouth in the autumn of 1845, they could only command good
audiences in the last week of their
stay. When the company returned
the following year the Monk Street
Theatre had been replaced with a
splendid ne w Masonic Hall.
However, much of its theatrical
identity had been preserved, and it
seems the company was permitted to
perform inside the new premises for a
few days each year until 1851 – after
which the Hereford company
disbanded, and the Monmouth
Theatre Royal had opened.
The Masonic Hall remained in use for
something like 150 years, but was
seriously damaged by a fire in April
2005 – as a result of a suspected
arson attack.
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THEATRE ROYAL / RINKERIES/ PALACE/ PICTURE HOUSE/
MAGIC LANTERN / SAVOY THEATRE
1832
1851
1875
1910
1911
1915
1927
1971
1980s
1983
1987
1994
1995
2004
2010

Opened as the Assembly Rooms
Converted and renamed the Theatre Royal.
Converted into a skating rink, “The Rinkeries”
Converted into a cinema, the New Picture Palace
Used briefly as a church
Reverted to cinema use as the Palace
Completely rebuilt as a cine-variety – the New Picture House
Renamed the Regal Cinema
Closed as a cinema and used as a bingo hall
Closed and unused
Refurbished and reopened as the Magic Lantern Theatre
Closed
Re-opened as the Savoy Theatre
Interior refurbished and re-decorated
Threatened with closure and leased to the Savoy Trust

The original site of this building had contained The Bell Inn, a hostelry dating back to at least 1794. In the early
1830s an Assembly Room had been added, and was used as a fit-up theatre for various travelling companies.
(It was also used for other purposes, including, most notably, an open meeting of the Chartist Movement
attended by the leaders Vincent and Burns.)
In1850, J F Rogers, who had been involved in theatres in Cheltenham, Bath and Swansea, took over the
premises and re-designed it as the Bell Theatre Assembly Room, and then rapidly changed its name to the
Monmouth Theatre Royal. It soon attracted local support and patronage from the gentry.
One of the earliest companies to perform at the Theatre Royal was Mendham & Pattison’ Company in
September 1853 who opened their season with “Uncle Tom's Cabin”. Their leading actor, George Owen, was
much praised for his portrayals of Othello and Richard III. The season also included “The Lioness of the
North” and the farce “The Wandering
Minstrel”.
Mendham had acquired a new partner by the
time he returned in October 1857, at which
time the Mendham & Stephens’ Company
was headed by actors Henry Swanborough
and Kate Kirby, who were proclaimed “the
best for years”. However, this seems to have
been the last visit of travelling players to
Monmouth for the best part of thirty years –
due to intense anti-theatre religious pressure.
The unused theatre was used as a Corn
Exchange for several years and then, in
1875, was converted into a roller-skating
rink and advertised as “The Rinkeries”.
(During the long years with no professional
theatre in the town, regular annual amateur
performances were staged in front of a
privately invited audience in Roll’s mansion.
When professional companies began to
return from 1887onwards, they moved to the
newly built Rolls Hall.)
In June 1910, The Rinkeries was re-opened
under the name of the “New Picture Palace
and Variety Theatre”, showing a film of the
funeral procession of King Edward VII.
This venture seems to have failed, and for a
few years the building was used as a
temporary venue for church services.
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It returned to cine-variety use in August 1915. The new manager, John Smith, claimed the house had
undergone extensive renovations “which add much comfort to the patrons”. The opening show offered The
Four Chandos as the leading variety act, and the chief film of the evening was “A Rude Awakening”. The
Palace thrived during the war years even though it faced regular competition from the town’s other cinevariety, the Hippodrome, and from the live shows regularly performed at Roll’s Hall.
The early twenties saw a drop in its fortunes, and even though it no longer faced any cinema competition, in
September 1926 the following advert appeared:
“For sale by auction: The Important, centrally situated, well-appointed and old-established Picture
Palace and Variety Theatre known as the Palace, Monmouth - Completely furnished and seated
throughout with accommodation capacity of about 396 with stage, dressing rooms, ante-room,
lavatories, offices, etc. having a frontage of 31ft 9in and a total depth of 168ft 9in together with an 8roomed dwelling house and a sweet confectionery and fruit shop. The whole property is freehold and
the Hall has just been re-decorated. Electric light, gas radiators and water laid on. The only cinema in
a town of 5,000 inhabitants and with a large country district.”
The existing proprietors (P. and M.J. Smith) ended their tenure with a successful week of visiting pantomimes
“Babes in the Wood” and “Robinson Crusoe” playing half a week each, and then the Palace became the
property of the Albany Ward Circuit (which by this time was part of the giant Provincial Cinematograph
Theatres organisation, the PCT.)
The Monmouth Palace was a rather shabby, old-fashioned and out-dated building, and during 1927 the
auditorium was effectively gutted, extensively re-modelled and re-designed. The “new-look” interior opened
on March 5th 1928 as the “New Picture House”. (Less than a year later the PCT itself was taken over by
Gaumont British Theatres – but it was decided to keep the local name Monmouth Picture House and not call it
a “Gaumont”.) During these years the New Picture House would occasionally stage a live show, and in January
1929 a production of “Mother Goose” attracted full houses.
The seating capacity was reduced to 522 when CinemaScope was installed in 1955, and the cinema was sold to
an independent operator at the start of 1958. It was renamed the Regal Cinema in 1971, but closed as a cinema
at the end of the 1970s. It later reopened as a bingo hall, an undertaking that lasted until 1983.
At this point its future was under threat, and it was taken over by a
group named “Save Britain’s Heritage”. It was converted it into the
Magic Lantern Theatre, showing historic magic lantern slides,
emphasising its historical importance. This venture came to an end in
1994 but the premises opened again, this time as the Savoy Cinema
on July 28th 1995. Within a few years a Trust was formed to try and
attract money to refurbish the interior. This was successful and
completed in 2005. However the Trust got into financial trouble in
2009 and the lease changed hands yet again. Nowadays, with a
volunteer work-force, the Savoy shows up-to-date films, and hosts a
wide range of theatrical, musical and community events. It claims to
be the oldest working theatre site in Wales and is privately owned by
the MacTaggart family. It is leased to a charitable trust, the
Monmouth Savoy Trust.

ROLLS HALL
1888
1960s
1992
2010

Opened
Used as a dance hall, later a night-club
Taken over as the town’s library
Major refurbishment

The Rolls Hall in Whitecross Street was donated to the town to celebrate Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee. It
originally cost £8,000 was the gift of John Rolls, the future Lord Llangattock. It was officially opened on May
24th 1888 and was used for exhibitions, concerts and public events. From its earliest days it was open to visits
from professional theatre companies - this followed very many years when theatre productions were not
welcome in the town, and religious pressure had led to many many licence applications being turned down.
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Now that plays had returned to the town,
they were in great demand, and included
such successes as “Two Christmas Eves”,
“Trilby” with George de Lara as
Svengali, and, in October 1897, the first
visit of the Ben Greet Company with its
production of “The Sign of the Cross”. It
was a complete sell-out, and led to
annual visits from the same company for
many years.
During the War Years the public taste
was for lighter fare, and wartime
successes included musicals like “The
Girl in the Taxi”, revues like “Oh, My!”,
touring comedies and sketch shows, but
there was still a demand for the
occasional more serious entertainment - during one week the F.R.Benson Shakespearean Company offered :
Monday “Hamlet”, Tuesday “Taming of the Shrew”, Wednesday “Richelieu”, with Robert Noble and Lilian
Booth as the leading players. However, the general pattern seems to have been each show would play just one
or two nights at the Roll’s Hall as part of their South and West Wales tour.
The 1920s opened with the Monmouth Amateur Operatic Society in a four-night run of “The Mikado”, and the
rest of the decade saw pantomimes like “Humpty Dumpty” with Jim and Leo Fredericks as Knave and Joker,
and Reg Harrison as King Humpty; revues with titles like “Bouquet”, and “Hot Pot”; and variety bills offering
attractions like Siffello, “the world champion whistler and mouth organ player”.
The Hall continued to offer shows through the 1930s, but the outbreak of the Second World War considerably
reduced the number of shows on offer. By the 1960s the Hall was used as a dance hall and later as a night club.
In 1992, the building was taken over and used as the town's public library. The Library was given a £210,000
refurbishment. It has a Grade II Listing.

PICTURE HALL/ HIPPODROME
1910 Opened
1920s Closed?
In February 1910 Tom Hay of the Gloucester Picture Hall was advertising for variety acts to perform alongside
film shows at his new Picture Hall to be opened in Monmouth. Initially it seems the new Picture Hall was open
three nights a week – Thursday to Saturday. It was a wooden building and seems to have been intended for a
short life, and there to cash in on the sudden great interest in film shows.
For its first three years it presented a wide range of variety acts including Leslie Hall the comedian, Caselli, the
“Incomparable phenomenal banjoist and instrumental humorist” and Capita, “the unequalled living
marionette”, and during this time began to advertise itself as the Picture Palace and saw off the competition
from the old Rinkeries and, for a while, remained the only picture house in the town.
Over the next few years it changed hands several times: for six months from August 1913 it was leased to The
Perfection Motion Picture Co Ltd whose Managing Director was Arthur Lennox, and during this time aimed to
provide even bigger and better attractions: in September one week offered a “Variety turn by Syd Clifton in
humorous songs and illustrated recitations” alongside the pictures “The Revolution Marriage”, “The Hero
Coward” and “Friend John”; and in November a local newspaper review recorded “The variety turn which
mystifies the audience is that by Pertarh Singh and company in their Hindoo “Temple of Mystery” which is a
great success. The chief pictures are “Zigomar”, “The Eel’s Skin”, “Two Little Pals” and “How a Horseshoe
Upset a Happy Family”.
For just three months in 1914 it was leased to a Mme. St Clair and then it was taken over by a Mr Thomas
Morris who announced in April 1914 that “The building has been made more comfortable under the new
management” Although Mr Thomas was the owner, it was his resident manager, Colin Knight, who became
quite a name in Monmouth, well known for his welcoming approach to the customers, his skilful operation of
the cinema equipment, and his early fund-raising for the War Effort.
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In November 1914 the variety performers included Dare and Aldred and over the Christmas period Syd
Clifton’s touring company had great success with the pantomimes “Cinderella” and “Babes in the Wood”. –
fitted up by Syd Clifton’s company. However, the re-opening of the old Rinkeries produced a strong rival and
in May 1915 the Hippodrome was up for sale. The advert stated:
For Sale or to Let – the Hippodrome, Monmouth. Fine substantial portable, wood and felt roof.
Waggons which will carry the whole of the show. Fine living wagon. Organ, stage and new scenery.
Silent Enterprise Machine. Seating accommodation about 600. Plush seat forms. All necessary
electrical fittings. Now open as Picture and Variety Show. Average profits £2 to £5. Could be
doubled by a man in the business. Apply to F.R. Windsor.
Two months later a newspaper revue reported that the new proprietors were Messrs Watkins and Windsor, but
that Mr Colin Knight had been retained as the manager. “An excellent stock company continues to present
comic sketches and musical turns. As usual, the manager, Mr Colin Knight, has arranged and is operator for,
an up-to-date show of pictures.” Shortly after there seem to be no more references to the Hippodrome. In 1926
the Palace advertised itself as the only cinema in the town, so the Hippodrome had clearly closed by then. It
had probably closed much earlier, possibly by 1920.

NIMBUS CONCERT HALL
1992 Opened
Located three miles north of Monmouth, and
officially opened in 1992 by the Prince of
Wales, this is the recording home of Nimbus
Records who have used the studio to create
many award-winning audio and visual
recordings. The design and construction of the
building was modelled on some of the finest
concert venues in Europe and has resulted in
an auditorium with a superb acoustic. The
flexible design allows it to accommodate
concerts, theatrical performance and
exhibitions – like the small-scale touring
productions of the Welsh National Opera
amongst many others.

BLAKE THEATRE
2004 Opened
The Blake Theatre was originally part of the Monmouth
School, and following a major refurbishment in 2004 it
was decided to share the facilities with the local
community. The theatre seats 500 people on raked
seating and two balconies, but it can also be used
without the seats or partly seated and standing. There are
two dressing rooms and a small orchestra pit.
It
combines its educational use with visits from
professional hirers.
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MOUNTAIN ASH
Portable Theatres
Mountain Ash was a very popular venue for the visiting
portable theatres. Most of the major portables in the
South Wales area visited regularly in the last quarter of
the 19th Century.
Miss Anderson’s Gaiety Theatre
1884 Oct – A profit share undertaking
Miss Beal’s American Theatre
1885 July
Phoenix Theatre
1887 March , owned by Messrs Hartley & Henley
Mrs Garrett’s Empire Theatre
1890 Sep
Ebley’s Olympic Theatre
1893 Aug
Johnson’s Prince of Wales Theatre
1895 Aug; 1897 Jan – March; 1898 March
Haggar’s Castle Theatre
1899 April – October – Dec
Haggar’s Biograph: 1905 April

MOUNT HALL/ FIRST WORKMEN’S HALL
1864 Opened
1904 Demolished
Site used to build the new Town Hall
The town’s first Workmen’s Hall was built in 1864 at a cost of £1000. In addition to reading rooms, a library,
and refreshment rooms it contained a small concert hall holding up to 500 people. This hall, sometimes referred
to as Mount Hall, was used extensively for public entertainment, especially in the 1880s and 1890s, It was a
frequent fit-up venue for such touring groups as the Maud Randord Company in 1882; Charles Wybert’s 1886
season which included performances of “East Lynne”, “The Link of Love” and “The House on the Marsh”; and
several visits from Maggie Morton’s Comedie Anglaise Company. Other attractions included Minstrel shows,
the Phoenix Ghost
Illusion, and the 1886
Christmas
Day
performance
of
“Cinderella” when over
900 people were turned
away because the
performances were
completely sold out.
By 1904 there were
o t h e r
r i v a l
entertainment venues
in the town, and the
building
was
demolished
and
replaced with the new
Mountain Ash Town
Hall.
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NIXON’S PUBLIC HALL / NEW THEATRE/ WORKMEN’S HALL
1898
1912
1914
1946
1966
1980c
1995

Opened as Nixon’s Public Hall & Institute
Major reconstruction
Renamed the New Theatre
Renamed the Workmen’s Hall
Significant alterations to accommodate Bingo
Used as a bingo hall
Damaged by fire and demolished

Funded with subscriptions paid by miners at Nixon’s Colliery in Mountain Ash, the Public Hall was built at a
cost of £8000 and officially opened in 1899. It was the largest of all the miner’s institutes built in South Wales
with a theatre seating over 1,500 people , plus a library, meeting rooms and even a swimming pool.
Through the first decade of the 20th century “Nixon’s Theatre” was extremely popular, regularly staging
pantomimes (“Robin Hood” in 1902 and “Robinson Crusoe” in 1907 were both complete sell-outs); opera
seasons from companies like Neilson Opera; Shakespeare season from the F.R.Benson Company; touring
musicals, and even indoor circuses. In 1904 it proudly announced it was the only Licensed Hall in the town.
In the summer of 1912 it underwent some reconstruction at a cost of £5,000, and the theatre seems to have
added a circle, tip-up seating, new stage scenery and updated electrical lighting. The new manager was Jack
Curnow and he launched his tenancy with a spectacular season opening with a lavish “Dick Whittington”,
followed by the novelty of “Mlle Hengleur’s beautiful and only troupe of Russian poodles and champion
leaping hounds”.
His wartime variety shows were so popular that they eclipsed the newly opened rival
Empire Theatre, and the Empire, unable to compete, gradually dropped variety and promoted itself as a theatre
for straight plays.
The post-War period included attractions like the Flintoff Moore Opera Company, variety shows, revues like
“Buzz Along”, and the annual pantomime, but, by 1924, the rival Empire had managed to reverse the situation.
The bigger and better-known variety names now played there, and the New Theatre experimented with several
seasons of straight plays performed in repertory.
Eventually the New was adapted for cinema use and by the 1930s was known chiefly as a cinema. Shortly
after the Second World War further renovation led to the venue being renamed the Workmen’s Hall, and the
occasional live show returned to the venue, notably the 1951 pantomime season, when Cyril Dowler presented
“Cinderella” with June Paulo, Ron Clark, Lynn Taylor, and Zena Foster. In the mid 1950s the Hall installed a
30ft CinemaScope screen, and advertised itself as having a cafe and dance-hall attached
In December 1966 a newspaper reviewer reported
“ A new club called the Nixons (Mountain Ash Welfare Club) has a wonderful concert hall which seats
500. They play bingo for £100 houses, £200 snowball with entrance fee 1s. They have two clubs and a
cinema coupled up to relay systems which may be something new for club theatres.”
Like so many of these large community buildings in the South Wales coalfield the Mountain Ash Workmen’s
Hall fell victim to
the growing need
f o r
m a j o r
restoration
and
ever-increasing
maintenance costs.
In 1987 it sold the
land, and retained a
smaller building at
the rear which
remained
in
operation as a
charitable concern.
The unused original
building suffered
serious fire damage
in 1995 and was
e v e n t u a l l y
demolished.
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THEATRE ROYAL ?
1903 In use?
An advert in “The Stage” in April 1903 states that Miss Violet Wilton, Soubrette and Dancing Expert will be
playing the Theatre Royal Mountain Ash to follow her appearance at Swansea. The name “Theatre Royal”
appears again in February 1905, when the list of companies on tour states that “The Harvest of Sin” will be
playing the following week at the Mountain Ash Theatre Royal. This could be the wrong name for a show
appearing at the Public Hall Theatre or at the Hippodrome? The Theatre Royal does not seem to appear
anywhere else in the record.

HIPPODROME
1903 Opened
1920 Last mention?
Mr T.M. Paul, “the Pioneer of Animated Photography”, and owner of the Metropole Theatre in Abertillery,
announced his new Hippodrome would open in Mountain Ash on December 7th 1903. “Two variety turns will
be featured among all the latest pictures, and the programme will be changed weekly. The opening films will
include ‘Poachers’, ‘Unseen World’, ‘Arctic’ and ‘Tragic Elopement’.
The Hippodrome survived at least twenty years as a cine-variety, and among the variety acts to appear there
were M’Cann’s famous performing Irish Terriers and Champion Leaping Dogs; Ada Marjutti, “The Flexible
Venus”; The Van-Earle Troupe; De Ora, “the sensational gymnast” and Little Hackenschmidt.
Occasionally the Hippodrome would give the entire evening over to a live performance, as, for example, in
January 1920, when Nita van Biene, “the girl with the ‘cello” starred in the revue “Oh La-La!”. So far, no
further references have been found to the Hippodrome. Further information is needed.

PAVILION
1910 Opened
2006 Demolished
The Pavilion at Mountain Ash had a capacity of more than 10,000, and was bigger than London’s Royal Albert
Hall. Its enormous size was, in reality, much too big for the area, and it struggled to find the right kind of
product to suit its capacity. In its first years it served as a variety theatre, offering such acts as Hulbert the
ventriloquist, Mlle. Sylvesto, “the beautiful society contortionist at play with hoops and barrel”, and Lillian Le
Noir, “dancer and contortion act” , and on regular occasions would stage major boxing tournaments and
concerts. However, by June 1914 the venue was in financial difficulty and was advertised as:
To Let – The well-known Pavilion. Comfortably seating accommodation for 10,000 people. Electric
light and heated throughout with radiators.
The War intervened, and the Pavilion was an ideal venue for recruiting events, fund-raising activities, and
military training, and then in the difficult economic climate of the 1920s its magnificent but vast arena became
something of a white elephant.
It was Sir Walford Davies who had the idea of bringing together the choirs of the Merthyr, Cynon and Rhondda
Valleys to create a festival of choral and orchestral music. He wanted to do something for the unemployed of
the valleys and hoped to create a people's festival. The Pavilion was eminently suitable: its big capacity would
permit low admission prices, and the area was well served with late trains and cheap fares.

Dr Malcolm Sargent at the Mountain Ash Pavilion
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The first festival was held in May 1930 and was a week-long event.
Its success led to it becoming an annual event throughout the
Thirties, though by 1932 it had become a three-day festival. It
attracted some of the most famous singers and conductors, including
Sir Henry J. Wood and Malcolm Sargent, who would become a
regular guest conductor for many years.
In between Festivals the Pavilion continued to provide the widest
range of attractions, with prize-fighting and boxing matches
sometimes alternating with celebrity concerts, with Welsh
lightweight champion Boyo Rees attracting a crowd to rival the
5,000 people who flocked to a concert by American spiritual singer,
Paul Robeson in 1938.

Paul Robeson

The Festival continued until 1939 when it was disrupted by the war.
During the war years Regional Festivals were held at various
centres in South Wales, helping to keep the flag flying and taking
the festival spirit to other centres. The festival did return to the
Mountain Ash Pavilion in 1947 following a seven-year absence but
this was to be the last of the festivals Mountain Ash.

Social, population and economic changes gradually led to the
Pavilion once more acquiring its white elephant status. It eventually closed as a community venue and was
converted to industrial use, and then, in 2006, was finally demolished.

PALACE/ HAGGAR’S PICTURE PALACE
1910 Opened
1911 Haggar’s Picture Palace
In September 1910 Leon Vint’s touring revue “It” is listed as playing at the Palace, Mountain Ash, and early in
1911 William Haggar announced the opening of Haggar’s Picture Palace in the town. It is possible these two
“Palaces” were the same building.
Further information is needed.

EMPIRE
1912 Opened
1931 Closed? Became a cinema?
In January 1913 The Atlas and Vulcana Troupe announced they would
be performing at the new Empire Theatre in Mountain Ash, and over
the following months similar adverts stated that the Five Sister Volka
(“acrobats and expert dancers), Relwyskow (“the great royal wrestler
and the world’s Light and welter-weight champion”), Jennie Davies (“
the Welsh Nightingale”) and Darragh “the most marvellous xylophone
player in the world”) would all be appearing at the Empire.
By 1916 the Empire advertised itself as “the only theatre playing
Drama in the Aberdare valley”, presumably having given up variety
shows due to competition from the New Theatre in the Nixon’s Hall.
The following year the Empire changed hands, and Jan Victor Rowe,
the new proprietor and manager, opened an “all British repertory
season” with the play “Little Grey Home in the West” following a
short closedown period for refurbishment and re-decoration.
In December 1919 he decided to go head-to-head in competition with
the New Theatre, and staged the pantomime “Dick Whittington” with
Miss Ray Barry, Gracie Rogers, Florence Jones, Sid Ash, Billy
Gardiner, Fred Rogers and Gordon Denby. The success of this led
him back into light entertainment and through the 1920s the Empire
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In 1924 the revue “Surprises”,
produced by Donald Heaysman
opened its planned five-week
tour at Mountain Ash and
played a successful week. The
leading comic, Billy Fern, was
duly paid his agreed £10 salary.
The second week at Ogmore
Vale did disastrous business
and the whole tour was
cancelled, stranding all twenty
members of the company. Mr
Fern received £1 on account
and an IOU for £39. In May
Billy Fern brought an action
against Donald Heaysman to
The stamp shop & garage are said to be the site of the former Empire
recover the unpaid money –
and Mr Heaysman entered a
plea of “infancy”. Unknown to the performers at the time, Donald Heaysman was only 20 years old, and when
his mother provided proof of this, the plea of “infancy” was accepted. Because he was under legal age, all
contracts were void. Judgement was given in favour of Donald Heaysman and Billy Fern suffered the further
insult of having to pay the costs of the action.
The General Strike and the industrial disputes of the time proved disastrous for the Empire, and it changed
hands once again, and remained closed for a while, reopening in March 1929 with the revue “Miss Plaster of
Paris”. The new manager, Mr. Bee, advertising for shows, announced that “all the mines in the district are
working again”. However, it was still proving difficult to attract a big enough audience, and Mr Bee resorted to
somewhat daring shows. In May 1930 he announced the appearance of the Eight Frisky Girls, “eight beautiful
girls, lovely figures in their great song and dance hit show”. It seems it was not such a hit in Mountain Ash,
and soon afterwards the Empire closed.
It is not yet known what happened to the building. The stamp shop and garage in Commercial Street are said
to be on the site of the former Empire Cinema— and although the site might possibly have been a former
cinema, it doesn’t really look right for a building that staged repertory and promoted itself as the “only drama
theatre” in the town. Further information is needed.

